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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the results of a research project into blast induced rock 
movement and its impact on ore grade control at the Rain Mine of the Newmont Gold 
Company and the Coeur Rochester Mine. A total of twelve blasts were monitored 
between the nvo mines using additional holes loaded with marker bags and a 
Quarryman laser profiler to locate the bags and survey the surface rock movement. 
An average of 4.5-6.0 feet horizontal movement occurred at the Rain Mine with a 
powder factor of 0.3-0.4 lb ANFO/ton. An average of 10-45 feet horizontal rock 
movement occurred at the Coeur Rochester Mine with a powder factor of 0.57-0.76 
lb Heavy ANFO/ton. This rock movement resulted in a theoretical dilution from three 
percent up to eighty percent defiending on the amount of rock movement and the size 
of polygon. A method to adjust the pre-blast polygon according to the rock 
movement is discussed in order to decrease dilution when digging. It is concluded 
that dilution induced by blasting can be minimized, if the position of a digging 












1. DRILLING, BLASTING AND ORE GRADE CONTROL
Most western United States open pit gold mines are disseminated deposits 
(Geological Survey of Nevada, 1987). The mineralization is often quite irregular, and 
because there is no obvious visual distinction between geological contacts, it is 
difficult to define the ore/waste boundary by observation. Rather, blast hole samples 
are used to estimate the continuity of mineralization in a bench. Typically, two 
dimensional digging polygons are located on the muck pile based on the pre-blast 
location of the blast holes. Rock movement caused by blasting can be of major 
concern at these mines. Blast movement can mix and dilate the ore and move it 
beyond the flagged digging polygons established on the blasted rock according to 
their pre-blast locations. A recently completed survey on drilling/blasting and ore
grade control practices in Nevada open pit gold mines, discussed in chapter 2,
%
indicates that some mines realize that rock movement induced by blasting is one 
significant factor which impacts on the accuracy of mining ore and waste. A number 
of mines are not concerned about blast movement since it appears to be quite small, 
or it is too complicated to consider its impact on grade control.
1 
   






The primary goal of ore grade control is to provide timely and accurate 
information to the production crew as to the location of ore and waste boundaries. 
The results from the survey indicate that the blast holes are usually laid out by 
surveyors, and are numbered in a logical sequence. Blast hole samples are collected 
and assayed with guidance from the block/mineralization model of the deposit and 
historic blasthole and production data from the preceding benches. The pre-blast 
polygons are interpolated using the blast hole assay results. This is carried out either 
by a traditional or geostatistical interpolation method. After the blast, flags or wood 
stakes are used to indicate polygonal contacts on the muck pile surface, and show
4
digging limits for the loader operators. Geologists are involved in ore grade control 
practices, by mapping the pit geology, providing geological information to grade 
control engineers and/or assisting the loader operators adjusting the digging polygons 
in the pit to suit local conditions. ""
Currently, digging plans assume that limited horizontal movement occurs 
during blasting. This approach assumes that the digging polygon or mining block 
remains in place after blasting. However, this rarely happens during production 
blasting. In-fact, some horizontal movement always occurs since shock waves and 
gas pressure from an explosive will always produce some rock movement. This 









"break it real well, but don't move it."
Some mines try to use a small powder factor to constrain rock movement in 
order to improve grade control. This often results in poor fragmentation which can 
affect digging efficiency and normal production. Some mines try to use a higher 
powder factor in order to achieve a good fragmentation for higher production. In this 
case, the rock movement can cause significant dilution. Therefore, for most open pit 
gold mines, a compromise is needed between rock movement and fragmentation.
/
2. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS
The discussion above raises the following questions concerning ore grade 
control at operating gold mines, 1) Using the current ore grade control practice, what 
is the extent of the dilution due to rock movement caused by blasting? 2) Can the pre­
blast polygons be used as the post-blast digging polygons by accepting some dilution 
caused by rock movement? 3) Is the rock movement due to blasting measurable and 
predictable? If rock movement can be predi9ted both in magnitude and direction, the 
pre-blast polygons can be modified so that dilution can be minimized without 
compromising rock fragmentation. Blast effect is an important component for an 
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processing at a mine. Therefore, blast-induced dilution can reduce total gold 
production over the life of a mine. It appears from the survey that current ore grade 
control practices used in Nevada open pit gold mines leave room for improvement 
when considering dilution caused by blast movement. This research project was 
initiated with the expectation that, if successful, the results will be of considerable 
benefit to operating gold mines.
3. LITERATURE REVIEW
A number ofpa^rs, (Cherry, 1967; Langefors and Kihlstrom, 1979; Favreau,
1980; McHugh, 1983; Cunningham, 1983; Schamaun, 1983; Hyde and Favreau, 1986;
Harries, 1987; Mohanty, Tidman and Jorgenson, 1989; Yang and Kavetsky, 1989 and
1990; Lucas and Nies 1990 ), discuss rock movement and rock fragmentation and
muck pile formation. Several blast prediction models have been developed (Cherry,
\96T^\ Langefors and Kihlstrom, 1979<’’; Favreau , 1980'^'; McHugh, 1983<*’;
Cunningham, C. 1983‘*’; Schamaun, 1983*’’; Hyde and Favreau, 1986**’; Harries,
1987*”; ICI Explosives, 1988*'*”; Yang and Kavetsky, 1989 and 1990*" '”). Modelling
blasting processes is no longer a new technology. However, little has been written on
the relative success of these models to consistently and adequately predict the
«
effect of a blast in the field. A blasting model is any relation between blast-related
4 
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parameters such as blast layout geometry, geological information, explosive 
properties and initiation system, and blast results ( i.e. rock fragmentation, rock 
movement and muck pile shape). ^To date, only a few papers, (Yang and Kavetsky, 
1989 and 1990“' '^’; Lucas and Nies 1990 consider rock movement and its 
impact on ore grade control.
In 1988 Yang and Kavetsky developed a two-dimensional model to predict 
muck pile shape in bench blasting. In the following year the same authors presented 
a three-dimensional kinematic model of muck pile formation and grade boundary 
movement in bench bitting. Yang and Kavetsky’s models, which are known as 
"mathematical" models, include the geometry of blast design, initiation pattern, 
boundary confinement, and explosive energy. Three assumptions are incorporated in 
the models. Firstly, when the rock begins to move it is assumed to have been already 
fragmented, either by a stress wave and/or from geological jointing. Secondly, it is 
assumed that the rock fragments move as projectiles with an initial velocity. Thirdly, 
it is assumed that the initial velocity of each fragment is determined by the energy 
imparted to the fragment from the energy source and the amount of resistance to 
movement received from the surrounding fragmented blocks. Limited data from a 
case study were used to calibrate the models. Further work is needed to test the 
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rock strength, geometry of blast layout, initiation pattern, and explosive properties.
Lucas and Nies raise a question concerning rock fragmentation and ore grade 
control, and discuss a procedure to improve blast fragmentation and minimize the ore 
grade control problem at Homestake's McLaughlin Mine in California. The paper 
mentions that blast movement can cause a major problem in ore grade control in 
disseminated open pit gold mines, if better fragmentation is required to maintain 
production. No field measurements of rock movement due to blasting are given to 
support this deduction.
In 1987, ICI Explosives developed the Sabrex model (Scientific Approach to 
Breaking Rock with Explosives), which predicts rock fragmentation and muck pile 
profile. The model considers three essential elements: detonation properties, su-ength 
and elastic properties of rock, and blast geometry. Sabrex can accommodate the 
behavior of commercial explosives not only in an ideal or stable chemical reaction, 
but also in a non-ideal or unstable chemical reaction situation. The model considers 
the mode of initiation and the confinement provided by the surrounding rock. The 
properties of rock normally used as input to the model are: 1) density; 2) Poisson's 
ratio; 3) Young’s modulus; 4) unconfined static compressive strength; 5) dynamic 
tensile strength and; 6) the shock attenuation coefficient. The inputs on blast
k. . .
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geometry are, 1) blasthole diameter; 2) blasting pattern; 3) blasthole inclination; 4) 
bench height; 5) depth of subdrilling; 6) collar distance; 7) initiation pattern and delay 
times. The model predictions include:
1 fragmentation size distribution
2 muck pile profile
3 grade level fragmentation
4 collar block fragmentation
5 flyrock control 
/
6 backbreaking, including damage below subgrade
7 cost per unit volume of rock broken
Sabrex has been used very little for blast design analysis in surface gold mines, 
since the model is primarily designed for free face blasting, which is rarely the case 
in gold mining. In addition, little field verification of Sabrex in western US gold 
mines has been undertaken. The average rock movement can be estimated using 
muck pile profiles from Sabrex. A test of Sabrex in 1993 at the Coeur Rochester 














A literature review found no publication mentioning any program of systematic 
measurement relating to the study of rock movement caused by blasting, for bench 
production blasting at a gold mine. Such a program is essential to understand rock 
movement and its impact on ore grade control. Only after sufficient data are obtained 
from such an investigation can a blast prediction model be developed and calibrated. 
This will enable a gold mine to accurately predict and adjust for blast movement 
allowing it to achieve minimum dilution during the mining process.
• This thesis presents the results of internal and surface rock movement 
measurements at the Ram Mine of the Newmont Gold Company, and the Coeur 
Rochester Mine. A total of twelve blasts have been monitored at the two mines. An 
evaluation of current ore grade control practices is given. Conclusions and 
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CHAPTER 2 SURVEY OF BLASTING PRACTICES USED
IN NEVADA OPEN PIT GOLD MINES
In order to investigate diilling/blasting and ore grade control practices used by 
Nevada open pit gold mines, a questionnaire was designed and distributed to 35 mines 
in Nevada. Twenty seven companies participated in this survey and returned 
questionnaires. The list of participants is shown in Appendix A. Since some 
companies requested not to be identified with the data, a number is used for each 
mine. /
1. CHARACTERISTICS OF GOLD DEPOSITS IN NEVADA
Table 2-1 shows a summary of deposit characteristics of the participating 
mines. The deposits can be classified into three major types: 18 are sediment hosted, 
7 are related to volcanic activity, 4 are skams, while 1 is sinter and intrusive hosted 
respectively. Ehsseminated gold deposits dominate, and constitute 21 out of the total, 
with the remainder showing vein and stock work characteristics. Over half of the 
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ScduncnUry Volcanic Skam Sinter Intrusive
18 7 4 2 1
Disseimnatcd 21 IS 4 2 2 ,
Vein 7 2 4 2 1 1
Stock Work 5 2 3 0 0 0
Table 2-1: Summary of Deposit Characteristics
Ehsseminated gold deposits exhibit very poor visible distinction betvvreen ore 
and waste boundaries. Two thirds of the mines consider it either impossible or 
difficult to visually distinguish boundaries between ore and waste, see Table 2-2. 
The 'possible' category means that error can occur in locating ore and waste 
boundaries, without any guidance from the blast hole assay results. Even when 
boundaries between ore and waste might possibly be determined from geological 
contacts, assay results from blast holes are commonly used to determine ore and waste 
polygonal positions.
Boundary Visibility Impossible Difficult Possible




2.3.4. S.6. 17. 18. 
21.22.23
Sum 8 10 9
Table 2-2; Boundary Visibility of Ore and Waste
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The survey shows a n^ber of different rocks are encountered, dominated
by two major types, i.e. sedimentary and igneous/volcanic. Table 2-3 shows tfiat the 
sedimentary rocks are composed of shale/argillite, limestone, siltstone, sediments, 
clay and conglomerate. Igneous rocks arc composed of tuff, andesite, volcaniclastic, 
basalt, and quartz. Most rocks from both groups are metamorphosed and weathered, 
and become argillized, silicifred and decalcified. The ability to blast sedimentary 
rocks is reported to be from easy to medium. Three mines report that, occasionally, 
it is difficult to blast limestone, conglomerate and shale, while volcanic hosted 
deposits arc commonly considered to be in the range from medium to difficult.
11 
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Other' Ability to 
be Blast
Alluvium 20 Easy
Sediments 1. 12. 15B.27 1 1 Easy-Medium
Limestone 5,7, 10, 11. 14, 
15A. 25,26.27
1.5, 14 Easy-Difficult
Sandstone 5. 15A 1.5 Easy-Medium H











Conglomerate 16 16 Medium-Diff
Ash or
Volcaniclastic
11 ' 2.8.11 2 Medium-Diff







Basalt 15 A. 20 4. Medium-Diff
1 Quartz 18 Difficult
II Rhyolite 4.6 Difficult
— Including sinter and intrusive hosted types
Table 2-3: Rock Types and Their Ability to be Blasted
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BLASTING PRACTICES
1) Blast Size
Due to the geological complexity of gold deposits, a 20 foot bench height is 
widely used, as is shown in Table 2-4. Some mines, i.e. #20, #21, #23, and #27 use 
a double bench height in waste areas. The size of the blasts ranges from 10,000 to
117.000 in area, which is equivalent to 100x100 to 345x345 ft. The tonnage of 
material is in the range of 4,000-260,000 tons, while most individual blasts are less 
than 100,000 tons. Thfi,number of blast holes per blast varies from 30 to 650. The 
amount of explosive weight charged in each blast varies from 2,500 to 167,000 lbs, 
with over 90 percent less than 100,000 lbs. Mine #8 ranks highest in amount of 
explosives used per blast in an ore zone, and mine #11 for waste, represented by
167.000 and 280,000 lbs respectively, see Table 2-4. Generally, at each operating 
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I5± 1.3.13.17,21 5 1. 5, 13 3
20*
3.4.6,7.9, 10.11.14, 
I3A, 16. 19.20. 22.23. 24. 
26. 27
17
3. 4. 6. 7.9,10,14. 
15A. 16. 17. 19. 22. 
23. 24
14
2)* 2.1. 25 3 2.t 2






-20 2. 4. 5. It 4 2, 4, 3. It 4
20-30 1.10.12.13B. 17.21.22.
24
t 1, 10.13B. 17.22,24 6
30-100 7.9. 11. 14. 15A. 16. 19. 
23. 26. 27
10 7.9, 11. 12. 14. 15A. 
16, 19.21.26. 27
11





-30 2.3.4.5.9.17.11.20,21 9 2. 3. 4. 5.9. 17. It 7
30-100 1,7, 10.12.13. 13A. 19. 
22.23.24.26
11 1.7. 10. 13. 13A. 19. 
22.23.24,26
10
100-200 6.11. l'4,13B. 16.23.27 7 6.11. 12. 14. 13B. 16. 
25
7




-100 2.3.4. 5,9.17,20 7 2,3,4. 5.9.17.20 7
100-230 1.7. 10. 12, 15A. I5B. It. 
21.22.23. 24.23.26.27
14 1.7. 10. 12. 13A. 15B, 
It. 21. 22. 23.24,23. 
26. 27
14
230-430 6. 11.13.14. 16. 19, 23 7 6. 11. 13. 14, 16. 19. 
23
7
430-630 t 1 t. 11 2
-30 2. 3. 4. 3.9, 10. 13. 17. It. 
20.21.24
12 2, 3. 4.5.9. 10. 13. 17. 
It, 24
10




30-100 1.6,7. 11, 12. 14. 13A. 
13B, 16, 22, 23. 26.27
13 1.6,7, 12. 14. 13A. 
15B. 16, 20.21.22. 
25, 26, 27
14
100-200 t 1 t I
Over 200 0 11 I
Table 2-4: Blast Size, Total Material and Explosive Charge
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2) Blast Hole Layout
In order to obtain evenly distributed samples, 20 mines use a square pattern, 
as shown in Table 2-5, 9 mines use a staggered layout. The survey indicates that the 
same spacing and burden are used by all mines using staggered blast hole layout. 
Four mines use rectangular patterns.
Panems Square Staggered Rectangular
Mine’s ID# 1. 2.4°, 5, 8. 10, 12, 14, I5A, 15B, 17, 19, 3,4*, 9, 11, 13, 6,7,16,24, 25,-
20,21®, 22, 23®, 24, 25,26, 27 18,21'*, 23'*, 24 26
Slim 20 9 6
Only ore 
Only waste.
Table 2-5: Summary of Blast Hole Patterns
3) Burden and Spacing
Table 2-6 summarizes the burden and spacing used at the mines. It indicates 
that three patterns, namely 14x14,15x15 and 16x16 ft, are the most common. Tables 
2-5 and 2-6 indicate that square patterns are more common so that an even 
distribution of samples can be obtained with a square layout. This might lead to better 
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The results from the survey indicate that some mines use a short bench with 
a small burden/spacing when blasting ore. When blasting waste, higher bench with 
larger burden/spacing or double bench techniques are used. For example, Mine #17 
uses a 15 foot bench in ore and 20 foot in waste, with the same burden and spacing. 
Mine #20 uses a 14x14 foot pattern in ore with a bench height of 20 feet, and a double 




Mine's ID# Corresponding to Bench Height
15ft 20 ft 25 ft 30'/35'/40'
12x12 3, 11°
14x14 or 12x16’ 5,21° 4. 9, 11-. 19°. 
20°. 22
3 15x15 or 14x16’ 13’. ir> 10. 14. 15A. 
17*. 19*. 23°. 
26
2.8 23*
16x16 1 7. 16. 24. 27° 12°
18x18 6. 27° 25°




Only in ore zone.
Only in waste zone.
The rectangular patterns will cover about the same area as square layout corresponding to 14x14 ft 
or 15x15 ft.
Table 2-6: Summary of Burden and Spacing
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4) Blast Hole Diameter
A larger diameter blast hole is usually matched with a higher bench. However, 
in the case of geologically complicated deposits, the higher the bench, the bigger the 
vertical sampling interval, and the higher the dilution. Table 2-7 illustrates that most 
mines use a combination of 20 feet bench and 6'/4", 6V2,6y4" blast hole diameters. 
The larger diameters of blast holes, 7%" - 9%", are used either in the situation of 
handling over 50 million tons of material per year, or with a bench height of 30 and 
35 feet, i.e. Mines #11, #12 and #27.
Bench Height
(ft)
< 6 Inch Diameter 6'A, 614 and 6V. Inch Diameter 7%--9% Inch 
Diameter




IS 1. 13, 17®,2I° 4
20 9 1 3,4.6, 7.9. 10, 11°, 14. 






40 ISB. 20*. 21*. 23* 4 27 1
O
w
The combination of Bench height and blast hole diameter is only used in ore zone.
The combination of bench height and blast hole diameter is only used in waste zone.
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For most of the surveyed mines, since over 95 percent of the blast holes are 
dry, water is not a major concern. This is primarily due to the prevailing drought in 
Nevada which has lowered the water table, which is impacted also by dewatering, a 
method used to improve slope stability in several deep mines. However, if rainfall 
increases in the future, this situation may change. ANFO is the major explosive used, 
since it is the cheapest commercial explosive. Table 2-8 indicates that 21 mines load 
ANFO in dry holes. Heavy ANFO, Emulsion, and Slurry are usually charged in wet 
holes. It appears that only ANFO is used if at least 99 percent of the holes are dry, 
in order to simplify explosive loading. Three mines, #1, #8 and #11, use Heavy 
ANFO in both dry and wet hole conditions due to either reported difficulty in 
Blastibality of rock or wet holes.
Explosives
Percent of Dry Blast holes
SumGreater Than 99% 99% - 95% Less Than 95%
ANFO 2,4, 5,6, ISA, I5B, 16, 
17, 19,21,23, 25
3, 10, 12, 13,22, 
24
7,9, 14, 20,26, 27 24
Heavy ANFO 1, I5A,2I 3, 22, 24 7, 8, 11,27 10
Emulsion 14,20, 26,27 4
Sluiry 12 9, II, 3
Sum 13 6 8
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6) Powder Factors
The energy released per unit of a explosive is different from one explosive to
another. In order to compare the powder factor for the same explosive, a unit
conversion is needed based on the energy released from an explosive. For example,
if it is assumed that the unit energy released from ANFO is 100, Heavy ANFO will
be 130 with an emulsion and ANFO blend ratio of 30:70. 1.27 lbs Heavy
ANFOA^ard^ is equivalent to 1.65 lbs ANFO/yard’ in standard energy output. Table
?-9 summarizes powder factors and their relation to overall Blastibality. The powder 
/
factor varies over a ^de range because of different geology, rock type and strength, 
and rock ability to be blasted. 0.59-1.65 lbs ANFO/yard^ is used in ore zone blasting, 
0.36-2.34 lbs ANFO/yard^ in waste. It appears that powder factors for blastibality 
ranging from easy to medium are usually less than Mb ANFO/yard*, and rock of 
difficult blastibality requires a powder factor of up to 1.5 lbs ANFO/yard\ i.e. mines 
#8 and # 11. Mine #8 uses the highest powder factor in the ore zone, and mine # 11 is 
the highest in waste.
19 
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Blastibality Powder Factor (p) (IbsANFO/yard’)’ |
p i 0.6 0.6 < p s 1.0 10<pi 1.5 p>1.5 1
Easy
Ore ISB 5. 14‘, 15A, 20 4. ir
Waste 10, 13. 15B, 5, 12. 14\ 19. 13
Medium
Ore 3. 17 1.9. 10,21,22, 
24. 25
2,6*. r, 12. 13. 
19, 26
Waste 3, 17, 20, 25 1,9, 16,21,22 2, 15A, 18, 26
DifTicult Ore 16, 27 18. 8’
Waste 24 4. 6'. 7'. 27 8‘. ir.
The units of other type of explosives were converted into equivalent ANFO unit based on the energy 
index released per unit weight.
Table 2-9; Summary of Powder Factors
7) Initiation System
Three patterns are used for an initiation sequence as shown in Table 2-10:
1 Surface Delay Pattern.
2 Down Hole Delay Pattern.
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The surface delay is normally completed by putting surface delay caps between 
designated rows. Detonating cord or an instant detonator is directly connected to a 
down hole primer, and there is no down hole delay time. Several mines use the same 
period detonators to initiate down hole primers. The same initiation delay for a down 
hole primer is achieved by down hole delay detonators. Actual delay is achieved by 
surface delay caps. This case is considered as another form of surface.delay pattern, 
which is discussed later. The down hole delay is obtained by using different period 
detonators to connect down hole primers. Each blast hole is hooked up by detonating 
cbrd. Sometimes, bridge delay caps on the surface might be used between different 
initiation blocks in order to extend the number of delay periods. Down hole and 
surface delay patterns use surface and down hole delays. The actual delay between 
two rows or holes is achieved by both surface and down hole delays, and this always 
results in a hole-by-hole initiation sequence. Table 2-10 illustrates that more 
companies prefer to use a surface delay pattern. Generally, delay time between rows 
or holes is in the range of 25-100 ms, and 65 ms is mostly used as the surface delay 
time.
Hole-by-hole initiation is reported by six mines. Seventeen mines use row-by­
row in the form of a V or half wing of a V. Half of the mines initiate a blast from the 









 ,  
when in ore.
Initiation Panems Mine's ID#—Surface Delay Time / Down Hole Delay Time Sum
Surface Delay 3—25/0, 7—100/0, 8—65/0, 11—65/0, 14—65/0, 10 25*/.
16—(25-lOOyO, 17—17/0, 19-65/0, 22-100/0, 23—42/0,
25—65/0, 26—100/0, 27—(l7-25)/0
Down Hole 5—0/25, 6—0/25, 9—0/30, 10—0/25, 13—0/50 5 23%
Delay
Surface and 1—65/100, 2—65/25, 11—65/100,12—50/150, I5A—35/50, 7 32%
Down Delay 15B—35/50, 20—(65 & I00)/50, 21—100/100
Table 2-1^: Summary of Initiation Patterns and Delay Time 
3 FRAGMENTATION RESULTS
Table 2-11 presents a summary of fragmentation results. Most mines report 
good fragmentation in waste blasts. Nearly half of the mines report that poor 
fragmentation is sometimes encountered in an ore blast. The survey indicates that 
rock types and structure are considered to be the main causes of poor fragmentation. 
Half of the mines consider that this is the result of caved and/or short holes. Only a 
few mines indicate blast design and/or water as a reason for poor fragmentation.
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indicated that oversize sometimes appears in ore block blasting. The oversize is 
handled by either secondary blasting or a mechanical impact method.
Frequency of Poor 
Fragmentation
Ore: Mine's ID# Sum Waste: Mine's ID# Sum
Sometimes 1.2.9. 10. 12. 13. 16. 17. 
18. 19.22.23.24.25
14 1.2. 9. 10. 11. 14. 18. 22 8
Rarely 3.4. 5.6. 7. 8. 11. 14. I5A. 
15B. 20.21.26. 27
14 3.4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 12. 13. 
15A. 15B. 16. 17.19. 20. 
21,23,24.25. 26, 27
20
Table 2-11: Summary of Fragmentation
ROCK DISPLACEMENT CAUSED BY BLASTING
Five mines, #4, #6, #11, #15B and U24, carried out limited measurements of 
rock displacement caused by blasting, but none of them provided any quantitative 
results. Several methods are reported being used to measure rock movement, e.g. 
bags as markers in the blast holes, chalking blast holes, and surveying blast hole 
location on the muck pile surface after blast. Two mines think that rock movement 
sometimes causes a problem in ore grade control. It is reported that excessive rock 
movement occurs quite frequently qt mine #24, which results in a serious grade 
control problem at this mine.
23 
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GRADE CONTROL PRACTICES __ r>
■'k
The survey indicates that the blast holes are usually laid out by surveyors, and 
are numbered in a logical sequence. Blast hole samples are collected by the drillers 
using through the deck or pie pan samplers. Typically, samples are split and assayed 
in a laboratory. Only one mine splits samples in the field. Half of the mines use 
through the deck sampling, and half use a pie pan. Most mines carry out error and 
bias analysis in order to check sampling procedures and representativeness of assay 
results. Three mines sample subdrilling, one mine takes two samples fi-om each blast 
hole.
Five mines conduct limited measurements of rock movement. However, only 
one occasionally adjusts a pre-blast polygon for the blast direction. One mine blasts 
in the direction of the strike of the vein. Most mines do not have any information on 
rock movement, one mine reported that it considered rock movement but decided that 
it probably resulted in less than 10 percent dilution.
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CHAPTER 3 INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY 
1. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Excessive rock movement might be one of the major factors which impact on ore 
grade control in Nevada open pit mines. The amount of rock movement is determined 
by multiple variables such as rock strength, powder factor, initiation pattern and etc..
• The following were the research objectives:
3)
4)
To measure surface and interior rock movement of a bench due to 
blasting.
To develop a practical method for a mine to modify polygon positions 
on the blasted muck pile surface in order to compensate for rock 
movement due to blasting.
To develop improved digging plans in order to reduce dilution.
To improve blast design practices in order to minimize the rock 
















The research projects were carried out at both the Coeur Rochester Mine, 
Lovelock, Pershing county, and the Rain Mine, Newmont Gold Company, Carlin, 
Elko county. The research activities involved the use of several survey instruments 
to measure and monitor bench surface and internal rock movement caused by 
blasting. The following measuring equipment was used:
• ^ 1) MDL Quarryman - a rock face laser surveying system.
2) Wild T2000 and Topcon total stations.
acfsy-
Figure 3-1: Quarryman Laser Profiler System
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1) Figure 3-1 shows the Quarryman laser profiler instrument. The system 
employs a laser system which reflects a pulsed beam of laser energy off a rock face. 
The Quarryman measures distances of up to 400 meters (1200 ft) from a rock surface. 
The multiple observations are automatically stored in a data collector, and the data 
can be transferred to a PC computer. Special software then converts the data into 
coordinates for survey points, which makes it possible to calculate the distance and 
direction according to pre- and post-blast measurements at a particular location. A 
unique advantage of the laser profiler is that it allows a surveyor to measure a point 
without using a rod man. This avoids unsafe locations such as a loading site and 
working slope, and minimizes interruption of the loading operation.
The time interval when collecting two different points in the field is less than 
one second. Because of this high data collecting speeH and the long range of laser 
beam reflection, it is very efficient to use the Quarryman to profile a muck pile or 
slope in an open pit mine. Three muck piles were profiled using the Quarryman. The 
results are discussed in Chapter 4.
2) Some of the rock movement data at the Coeur Rochester Mine were obtained
using a Wild T2000 total station. A Topcon total station was used at the Rain Mine
«
to transfer the station coordinates for the Quarryman in the pit. The accuracy of the
27 
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Wild T2000 and Topcon is up to one inch per 20,000 feet. Therefore, the Wild T2000 
was used to check the accuracy of the Quarryman at the Coeur Rochester Mine. The 
coordinates of two points were surveyed by both the Wild T2000 and the Quarryman. 
The horizontal distance between the two points was 784 feet, and 203 feet vertically. 
Table 3-1 illustrates the coordinate differences for the measurements. Because the 
accuracy of the total station is so high, it can be assumed that the difference between 
the coordinates of the two instruments is a measure of the error in the Quarryman 
survey system. The results in Table 3-1 indicates that the vertical accuracy of the 
laser profiler system is lower than the horizontal.
Northing Easting Elevation
Difference (Inch) 1.2 1.5 6.5
Table 3-1: Accuracy Test of Quarryman Profiler
Table 3-1 illustrates that the Quarryman laser profile system cannot be used 
when a highly accurate survey is required. The system can produce a one inch error 
in the horizontal measurement and six inches in the vertical, over a survey range of 
up to 700 feet (200 meters).
Two aspects were considered during the surveying in order to minimize the
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survey error by the laser profiler. Firstly, the Quarryman was never set up at a station 
more than 300 feet away from the surveyed points. Secondly, the station for the 
Quanyman set up was surveyed by either the Wild T2000 or the Topcon total station. 
This ensured that the error from the Quarryman's measurements was less than one 
inch for Easting/Northing, and three inches in elevation.
3 RESEARCH PROCEDURES
Measuring rock displacements induced by blasting was the primary field activity 
of this research project. The field measurements were only carried out in daylight 
hours. In order to measure internal rock movement, additional drill holes, which 
were not loaded with explosives, were used in the test blasts. These holes were 
usually placed in the middle of a regular blast hole pattern, and loaded with internal 
movement markers (or bags), as shown in Figure 3-2. A group of additional holes 
was used to ensure adequate bag coverage in order to obtain enough rock mov ement 
information.
The following was the typical research procedure used in the field:
1) The positions of additional holes were determined before blasting, according
I










The positions of additional holes ere detennined before blasting, according 
nn  









Blasthole Blasthole Blasthole Blasthole
. Figure 3-2: Positions of Additional Holes
9
Three feet long by five inch diameter bags were painted in stripes with 
different colors, and filled with fine rock. These bags were used as down hole 
markers to measure the interior rock movement. For example, an additional 
hole was loaded with four or five bags which were painted firom one to five 
stripes of the same color, and a different color was assigned to each hole. This 
provided a unique identification for each individual bag within one group of 
internal rock movement bags.
3) After the holes were drilled, the colored and coded bags were loaded into the 

































level. Drill hole cuttings were placed in between each bag, see Figure 3-3. 
Bench heights of 20 and 25 feet were used by the Rain and Coeur Rochester 
mines respectively, therefore, four bags were loaded in each additional hole at 





















Rain Mine of Newmont Coeur Rochester Mine
Figure 3-3: Additional Hole Loading Configuration
After the blast holes were loaded, numbered wooden stakes were placed in the 
collars of selected holes in order to measure surface movement.
31 
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5) Before blasting, the positions of the additional holes and surface markers were 
located using either the total station or the Quarryman.
6) After blasting, the post-blast positions of the surface markers were surveyed 
by the total station or the Quarryman. The post-blast position of a surface 
stake was counted only when the stake was found, and it remained in the collar 
of the blast hole, or there was enough evidence to ensure that it was in a post- 
blast position, such as the presence of drill hole cuttings, or a tube of a down 
hole detonator.
7) When a shovel was loading, the Quarryman was set up in a safe position. The 
bag location was surveyed when it was exposed on the slope of a working 
face. The number of bag stripes and color was read through the Quarryman's 
telescope, and confirmed by the loader operator.
8) Pre- and post-blast surveying data were input into a computer, and the distance 
and direction of rock movement were calculated.
9) Horizontal and cross-sectional rock movement maps were generated by 











which makes it possible to relate rock movement to the blast layout, initiation 
sequence and digging polygons. Some internal rock movement bags were not 
recovered due to the following reasons:
(1) The area containing the internal movement bags was excavated during night 
and weekend shifts.
(2) When the bucket of a shovel hit a bag on the bottom of a bench, the loader 
operator could not see the bag under the bucket, and as the bucket left the 
working face, loose material fell down and covered the bag. Therefore, it was 
difficult to find bags U4 and #5 even during day shift.
(3) Sometimes a bag from the upper area of a working face was dislocated, and
A
there was no evidence to indicate the original post-blast location. In this case 
the bag was ignored.
To improve bag recovery, more effort is needed to coordinate the loading 
operation and bag movement monitoring in order to recover more bags, and 
accurately locate their post-blast positions.
*
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1 GEOLOGY AND ROCK TYPES
The Rain Mine is a disseminated gold deposit located at the southern end of 
the Carlin Trend, 13 miles south of Carlin, Nevada. Gold is found in rock from the 
Webb formation of Mississippian Age. The deposit is along a major fault in the 
North-South direction. Rocks in the ore zone are sandstone, siltstone and mudstone, 
and waste includes barite, dolomite and limestone. Rock strength changes from soft 
to hard depending on the extent to which it has been silicified, argillized and calcified. 
Generally the rocks in ore are soft, and are quite easy to blast. The rock Blastibality 
in waste ranges from medium to moderately hard.
2 BLASTING PRACTICES
The blast layout at the Rain Mine, for a 20 foot high bench, consists of 
diameter blast holes on a 14' x 14' center pattern with 1-2 feet subdrilling. The 
powder factor is around 0.3-0.4 lb ANFO/Ton. Typically, detonation cord is directly 
connected to a primer. A 65 millisecond (ms) delay between the rows is achieved by
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using surface delay detonators. Two initiation patterns are used. One initiates from 
the edge of the blast, which is closer to a free face or blasted rock. The other initiates 
the holes from the middle of the blast. Of the eight blasts monitored at the Rain Mine, 
three were initiated at the edge and three from the middle. Two down hole delay 
blasts, the same practice used at the Gold Quarry Mine, were also monitored at the 
Rain Mine in order to compare results. 250 ms down hole delays and 50 ms surface 
delays were used in the down hole delay pattern. The initiation pattern was an 
echelon V.
$
3. FI^LD 0^28U9^0^7-8 27D 9^8UL-8
Six blasts with three different initiation patterns were monitored in August, 
1992. Two blasts were profiled in October using a Quarryman laser profiler. Table 
4-1 summarizes the six blasts shown in Figures B-1 tQ B-6, Appendix B. The blast 
layouts and bench geology are also illustrated in these figures. Figures B-7 to B-12 
in Appendix B illustrate the surface marker positions, horizontal movement vectors, 
and initiation patterns.
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Table 4-1: Summary for the Six Blasts Monitored at the Rain Mine
Blast Number «l »2 «3 «4 »5 «6
Number of Holes 157 75 52 153 90 108
Stemming (ft) 157 152 149 156 155 16
Explosive Length (ft) 73 7S S 1 74 75 70
Weight of explosive per hole 
(IbsofANFO)
l(W 107 III 102 104 96
Powxler Factor (IbAon) 0 33 0 35 0 37 034 0 34 0 32
Maximum Charge per Delay 
(IbsofANFO)
3300 1070 1554 1632 20»0 1440





















Down hole Delay (ms) 0-iv 250 0 0 0 250
Row.to-Row Delay (ms) 65 50 65 65 65 50
The plots only show those blast holes which had surface markers. The lines 
which connect the holes represent detonating cord. A number between the lines 
indicates the initiation sequence or delay time. An arrow shows the ma^itiide and 
direction of surface rock movement. When a hole is identified in the figure, bi it there 
is no arrow, this indicates the marker could not be found after the blast. A circled 
arrow represents the direction and the amount of interior rock movement. The number 
beside the arrow gives internal movement bag number. Bag numbers 1 through 4 
represent their positions from the top to bottom of a bench, see Figure 3-2(a). 
Figures B-13 to B-18 are cross-sectional maps, showing internal rock movement for
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each blast.
Examination of Figures B-7 to B-18 yields the following observations:
1. Material moves either towards the initiation position (Figures B-7, B-8, B-11, 
B-12) or towards the free face (Figure B-10 ). If the blast was initiated from 
the edge of the bench, then the movement was towards the blasted rock 
(Figures B-7, B-8 and B-9). Figures B-10 and B-11 show that when initiation
• is in the middle of the blast, the rock at the bottom of the bench moves towards 
the initiation point, while the rock at the top of the bench moves away. Blast 
#6 did not yield much information because of a low bag recovery.
2. Rock moves in a direction almost parallel to the initiation direction (Figures 
B-7, B-8, B-IO, B-11, B-12).
3. Rock closest to the free face moves further than rock some distance from the
free face. Blast #4 was initiated from the center and there was a free face on
the east side of the blast (Figure B-10). The surface movement was 10.5 feet
for the second and third rows from the free face, while 3.5 feet movement
«
occurred five rows from the free face.
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4. The average movement of bags #1, U2, #3 and U4 is listed in Table 4-2. If the 
blast was initiated from the edge, as shown in Figures B-13 (blast #1), B-14 
(blast #2), and B-15 (blast #3), material at the bottom of a bench moved further 
than that near the top of a bench.
Table 4-2; Average Movement of the Bags ( feet)
Bag#l
(Top)
Bag #2 Bag #3 Bag #4 
(Bottom)
Blast #1* 3.5 5.6 7.2 3.7
Blast #2**’ 2.8 ~ 5.2 6.0 N/A
Blast #3* 3.9 4.2 5.7 7
Blast #4** 4.3 3.5 2.5 1.7
Blast #5** 4.2 4.3 3 0.8
Blast #6*** 3.5 5 1.5 ‘^1.2
Note: —Blasts initiated from the edge.
—Blasts initiated from the center.
—An echelon V pattern was used to initiate the blasts.
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4 CALCULATION OF AVERAGE ROCK MOVEMENT
Blasted rock movement typically depends on the powder factor, initiation 
pattern, geometry of the blast layout and rock mass geological and mechanical 
properties. The current mining practice interpolates the pre-blast polygon as a block 
with vertical contacts on a spatial boundary (shown in Figure 4-1 A). During the blast 
the block is moved. The material in the middle of a bench appears to move further 
than that near to the top or bottom of a bench. The rock movement characteristics in 
the vertical direction also need to be considered when calculating the average 
polygonal block movement.
The average horizontal rock movement is the weighted average displacement 
of all the polygon layers weighted by layer thickness. This average rock movement 
can serve as a correction factor for locating the post-blast polygon position with 
reference to the pre-blast location. If a good estimate of the location of the post-blast 
polygon can be made, then by flagging it rather than the pre-blast polygon location, 










Figure 4-1: Polygonal Block and the Rock Movement (no scale)
The average rock movement is a function of the rock displacement at different 
heights in a bench, and its value varies between the maximum and minimum 
• movement of the bench. In order to simplify the calculation'of the average rock 
movement, it is approximated to be equal to the horizontal displacement from the 
center of shaded area. O', to the pre-blast boundary, AB (shown in Figure 4-IB). 
Therefore, the following equation can be used to express the calculation of the 
average rock movement for a monitored point according to the rock displacement at 
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Average movement of a particular point (or a hole).
Rock movement at different heights in a bench.
Weighting factor for the rock movement at different heights in a bench 
(IK-1).
Number to identify the rock movement at different heights in a bench 
0=1. 2. 3...)
Since many factors affect the rock movement, and monitored points (or holes 
loaded with bags) are not placed exactly at the boundary contact, the average block 
movement of a polygon, which will be used to modify the pre-blast polygon, needs 
to be estimated according to the average^rock movement of the monitored points 
inside or close to the polygon. This estimated block movement can be expressed as:
D=IW.D, 4-2
Dj — Average movement of a particular point, calculated from 4-1.
D — Average block movement of a polygon or an area.
Wj — Weighting factor to reconcile the influence of the rock movement for
different monitored points. A point close to the polygonal boundary
«
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 [ W,D, 
Average movement of a particular point, calculated from 4-1 . 






farthest away from the polygonal boundary (£W,= I). 
i — Monitored point number or additional hole number which is loaded 
with bags.
If every down hole marker is located after blasting, the rock movement in the 
vertical direction can be characterized, as is shown in Figure 4-IB.
AB is a pre-blast vertical line. Its post-blast position from A' to B' could be a 
curve. If it is assumed that the post-blast line A' to B' is straight, then the post-blast 
position for a point inside AB falls'dlong the line A'B'. The average movement for 
the line AB can be represented as the rock movement in the middle of the bench or 
the average movement of four down-hole markers in a hole, i.e. D, = £ dj / 4.
If N holes are used to monitor the blast movement, the average movement for 
these holes is represented as D, Dj D, ... D^. The mean value of the average 
movement for these holes is assumed to be the average movement for the block 
boundaries, i.e. D = £ D, / N.
Overall, the bag recovery was 95% for the first and second bags, 70% for the 
third bags and only 22% for the bottom bags. Therefore, there was not enough data
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to estimate the rock movement of a point for a polygonal block calculation, the 
arithmetic mean of the #2 and #3 bag displacement was used to represent the average 
movement, using the procedures discussed above. When bags #2 and #3 were found, 
the average movement of a blast or a particular area was calculated to be the 
arithmetic mean of the average movement of the additional holes. For example. 
Table 4-3 lists the horizontal movement of bags for blast #1.
Table 4-3: Down Hole Bag Movement for Blast #1 ( feet)
Horizontal Movement Hole#l Hole #2 Hole #3 Hole #4
Down hole bag #2 5.6 7.7 3.9 6.7
/
Down hole bag #3 ^ 5.5 !0.l 8.2 4.7
Average Movement of #2 and #3 5.6 9.i 6.1 5.8
The average rock movement of hole #1 is ( 5.6 + 5.5 ) / 2 or 5.6. The 
weighting factor for bags #2 and #3 is 0.5 respectively. The estimated movement for 
blast #1 will be expressed as (5.6+9. l-t-6.1+5.8)/4 or 6.6. The weighting factors, W„ 
are 0.25.
Following the above procedures, the average rock movement for the six blasts 
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Table 4-4: Average Horizontal Movement for the Six Blasts
Blast Number #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6
Average Horizontal 
Movement (ft)
6.6 4.9 4.6 4.0 5.4 3.8
The average horizontal movement of an edge initiation pattern was 5.6 feet, for 
a middle initiation pattern 4.7 feet, and for an echelon V pattern 4.4 feet.
5 BLAST-INDUCED DILUTION
1 Grade Dilution
Dilution refers to the proportion by which the grade of ore is diluted. This can 




t) = 1 - G, / Gj 4-3
Dilution
Average Grade Actually Mined From a Pre-blast Digging 
Polygon After Blasting.
Average Grade Estimated for a Polygon Before Blasting
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In addition to the digging direction and minimum mining width, blast 
movement is one of the significant factors which may cause considerable dilution. 
Figure 4-2 illustrates blast induced dilution.
After a blast, typically, a digging polygon is located according to the pre-blast 
polygon determined by interpolation fi-om the blast hole sampling and assay results 
obtained prior to blasting. This approach assumes that only vertical movement occurs 
during blasting and that there is no horizontal displacement.
Figure 4-2: Diagram of Blast-Induced Rock Movement (no scale)
Figure 4-2 illustrates the movement of a digging polygon. The material inside 
the pre-blast polygon is moved to the position of the post-blast polygon after blasting.
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but the actual digging polygon is flagged at the location of the pre-blast polygon. 
Therefore, the material in the area S, (which could be waste or low grade ore, 
depending on the material surrounding the ore polygon), is mined as ore, and the ore 
in the area Sj could be mined as waste. Only the material in the area So„ is mined 
correctly. This impacts on the economics of the mine in three ways. Firstly, potential 
waste or low grade ore (S,) is treated as ore, which results in unnecessary processing 
coSls in the mill. Secondly, transporting waste or low grade ore to the mill results in 
reducing throughput of mill grade ore. The results are higher costs and a decrease in 
gold production. Thirdly, the ore in area Sj could be mined as waste, which leads to 
a reduction in total gold produced.
2 Weight Dilution
If the polygon is a geological ore boundary, i.e. there is no mineral of value 
outside the ore block, the dilution (ti ) can be expressed as the weight (W,) in the 
area S, (which is waste), divided by the total weight (W) mined from the digging 
polygon areas (S, + ). This is illustrated in Figure 4-2.
Therefore: n » W,/W 4-4
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Field measurements indicate that blasted rock moves in a direction which is 
almost perpendicular to the detonating cord ( initiation line ). If the row-by-row 
initiation method is used, the rock will move ideally in one direction except for the 
rock close to the boundaries. In the case of an echelon V initiation pattern, the rock 
on each side of the echelon V moves towards the center of the echelon V, Figure 4-3. 
It has been shown earlier in this chapter that the rock in the middle of the bench tends 
to move further than that at the top or bottom., but the amount of movement at the 
same height appears to be similar. From these rock movement characteristics, the 
following reasonable assumptions can be made concerning blasted rock movement:
Legend. Echelon-^V-Center
Figure 4-3 : Rock Moves Towards the Echelon-V-Center
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1. The rock moves in one direction perpendicular to the initiation line for the 
row-by-row initiation pattern, or in a direction towards the echelon V center 
when located to the side of the V.
2. At the same height in a blast, the rock will move in the same direction, but the 
amount of movement will differ for each height.
Figiu-e 4-4 illustrates three dimensional rock movement. The rock at different 
heights has different amounts of movement. The bench can be divided into levels. 
The post-blast ore block boundaries at different levels are adjusted according to the 
rock movement at each level. The'dilution of each level can be calculated, and the 
actual dilution of the block can be expressed as the mean of the dilution occurring at 
each level.
Pre-blast Polygon ^ Post-blast Polygon
Figure 4-4: Rock Movement at Different Levels
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Figure 4-4 illustrates five levels for a bench. The horizontal movement in the 
middle of a level is used as the average horizontal movement for that level. For 
example, d, is the average horizontal movement of level 1, it is the horizontal 
movement of AB's middle point. Level 1 post-blast position is located based on the 
value of d„ see Figure 4-5. The corresponding dilution t)i can be calculated. The 
levels 2 through 5 can also be adjusted according their displacement, dj, dy, d< and ds, 
and the corresponding dilutions, n:, na. n4 and ns can be obtained. The mean of m, 
ti2, Ti3. n* and ns's used as the average block dilution:
i
h = h3+ n4+ns)/5
Post-blast Polygon Adjusted Polygon
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In order to simplify the calculation, the average block movement D, expressed 
as the distance d„o discussed earlier in this chapter, see Figure 4-1, is used to adjust 
the post-blast block position. This procedure only needs to adjust the post-blast block 
location once instead of five times. The block dilution can be obtained according to 
the average block movement, since the dilution is a function of the rock displacement 
for the same block. The dilution obtained from the average block movement, tib. 
between the minimum and maximum dilution occurring at each level n, (i = 1,2..n), 
or: Min (ti j, i=l,2...n ) s hb s Max ( n,. i = l,2...n )
If it is ^sumed that the rock at the same level moves the same amount in a 
particular direction, then the post-blast block boundaries representing the area will be 
translated by the same amount of displacement in the same direction with respect to 
the pre-blast boundaries. This means that the areas of pre- and post-blast blocks will 
be the same. Figure 4-2. The volume change, AV, can be written as:






Post-blast Bench Height 
Pre-blast Bench Height 
Mined ore area 
Waste area
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Since S, = Sj, then + S, = S„„+ Sj= S. S represents the digging polygon area.
and AV = (H'-H)S = AHS 4-6
Where; S — Polygon area
Equation 4-6 is derived according to assumptions discussed previously, that 
the volume change of the block, due to swelling, only occurs in the vertical direction. 
This is not the case in those areas close to the blast boundaries or an echelon V 
initiation center, since a change in the horizontal dimension does occur for these 
areas. However, if it is assumed that the swelling only occurs in the vertical direction, 
even though the height of a given ^lock in the blast will be different before and after 
the blast, the weight of the given block will be the same, since the areas are identical.






S,Hp/(S„„ + S,) H’p' 
Weight of Waste 
Weight of a block 
Pre-blast unit weight 
Post-blast unit weight
4-7
The weight of So„ can be written in terms of the post-blast height H’ and unit
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weight p', i.e. S„e H p = So„ H’ p'. Therefore, equation 4 - 7 can be written as: 
n = S,/(S^ + S2) = S, / S 4-8
Typically, the muck pile is not level after a blast because of different swelling 
at different locations. The lower the swell factor, the tighter the blasted material, and 
the lower the muckpile height.
n calculated by formula 4-8 is a maximum dilution when the pre-blast 
polygons are geological boundaries (i.e. there is no mineral value outside of the 
boundaries). If the polygon position is determined according to an economic cutoff, 
(i.e. there is some mineral value outside boundaries, but the value is lower than the 
economic cutoff grade, and considered as waste), n. calculated according to formula 
4-8, can be explained as a weight dilution, and it represents a maximum estimation 
of grade dilution.
The calculation of real grade dilution must consider in three dimensions both 
the grade distribution outside the pre-blast polygon and the rock movement. The 
accuracy of the result is not fully known because there are several assumptions and 
judgements involved in all geostatistical models. In order to simplify the calculation, 
a weight dilution concept is introduced, and formula 4 - 8 is used to calculate the 
weight dilution, which is a maximum estimate of grade dilution.
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However, it is reasonable to assume that if blast movement can be measured 
and estimated in three dimensions, then geostatistics can be used to interpolate three 
dimensional digging polygons, the locations of which can be suitably adjusted for 
blast movement.
3 Assumptions
In order to estimate the blast-induced dilution, first the pre-blast blocks have 
to be adjusted according to the rock movement characteristics. Based on the 
observations presented previously, the following assumptions are made:
1) Rock moves in a direction which is perpendicular to the initiation line (or 
detonating cord) in the area which is two rows (30 feet) away from the 
echelon-V-initiation center line.
2) Rock moves by converging to the center line of an echelon V, if it is within 
two rows from the center line.
Assumptions 1 and 2 apply to an echelon-V initiation pattern, rock on both 
sides of the V moves towards the echelon-V center, as is shown in Figure 4-3. 
Therefore, the height of the muck pile in the echelon-V center area is higher than the 



















3) Rock moves towards the free face for the area within three rows from the free 
face.
4) A pre-existing blasted rock buffer does not change rock movement direction, 
but may reduce the amount of rock movement.
Assumptions 3 and 4 represent the boundary influence on rock movement. 
Generally, rock moves in a direction where less restriction exists. Rock, within two 
rows of a free face, may move towards that face. The rock moves perpendicular to 
the initiation line, since considerable restriction exists due to the blasted rock present 
from the preceeding rows. ^
5) The amount of rock movement measured in specific locations is used to 
estimate the average interior rock movement throughout the whole blast area. 
This assumption means the amount of rock movement is the same in the entire
• blast except at the boundaries of the blast.
6) Dilution can be calculated using equation 4-8.
Based on these assumptions, the pre-blast polygon can be adjusted.
k
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4 Dilution Induced by Blasting
The estimated dilution for each of the six blasts is listed in Table 4-5. 
Assuming the area of the pre-blast polygon is equal to the area of the post-blast 
polygon, then Sj = S,, which means that the amount of material, possibly treated as 
waste in area Sj, is equal to the amount of waste or low grade ore moved into the pre­
blast polygon (or digging polygon). The calculated dilution in Table 4-5 assumes that 
the rock in area S, is waste. However, this could also be low grade material because 
the polygon boundary may not be a geological ore contact, but rather an economic cut 
off. In this case, the dilution would be less.
Blast# #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6
Dilution N/A N/A 3% 10% N/A 10%
Table 4-5: The Blast-Induced Dilution for the Six Blasts
Figure 4-6 illustrates the shape of a pre- and post-blast polygon for blast #6. 
The calculations to determine the dilution are as follows:
S, = S2= 184ft2
and S^ + S, = 1807ft^
therefore, Dilution = S, / ( S„„ + S,) = 184/1807 = 10 %
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Figure 4-6: Pre- and Post-blast Polygon for Blast #6
The dilution for blast U3 is only 3% because ore is on three sides of the
/
polygon (Figure 4-7). There is no dilution for blasts # 1, #2 and #5 since only waste 
was blasted.
Figure 4-7: Pre- and Post-blast Polygon for Blast #3
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The following examples are used to discuss the influence of polygon size and 
movement direction on dilution (Figure 4-8).
Case 1: Assume that there is a 28 x 28 foot square polygon inside blast # 1 and
the movement of 6.6' is in a direction parallel to one side of the square 
(shown in Figure 4-8A).
Then, S, = 6.6'x28'= 185fe 
S, + = 28'X 28'= 784
Therefore, Dilution = 185 / 784 = 24%
/
Case 2: If a 10 foot horizontal movement occurred at blast #1, the dilution will
be 36%.
Case 3: Suppose that the polygon is a 56 x 56 foot square, and the movement
direction is still parallel to one side of the polygon, and the horizontal 
movement is 6.6'.
Where, S, = 6.6' x 56' = 370
S, + S^ = 56'x56' = 3136ft^
Dilution = 370/3136= 12%
Case 3: Assume the same conditions as in case 1, but the polygon is rotated
45°. Therefore, the rock movement is in the diagonal direction of the 
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Where, S, = 240 ft^
Dilution = 240/784 = 31%
Figure 4-8; Assumed Polygon Shapes for Blast #1
From these examples, it can be concluded that the bigger the horizontal 
movement, the greater the dilution, and the bigger the polygon size, the smaller the 
dilution. If the rock movement is in the direction of the longest dimension of a 
polygon, there will be increased dilution.
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6 FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS IN OCTOBER
In October, one blast ( #7 ) was profiled before and after blasting using the 
Quarryman laser profiler. 1125 and 1510 points were surveyed respectively for the 
pre- and post-blast profiles in blast #7. The location of each point was selected and 
this resulted in a reasonable but random coverage of the respective areas, see Figures 
B-19 and B-20 in Appendix B. The area to be blasted was bounded by free faces on 
the northeast and northwest sides, a blasted rock buffer on the southwest side and 
solid rock on the southeast side, as is shown in Figure B-21 in Appendix B. The 
layout for blast #7 consisted of265 Wast holes, which are shown in Figure B-21. The 
blast was initiated fi-om the side closest to the buffer, since it was intended to move 
the rock in the direction of the buffer. Delay time between rows was 65 MS and the 
powder factor was 0.25 lb ANFO/ton. The profiles were created using Surfer 
software and edited using AutoCAD.
Figure B-22 in Appendix B shows the post-blast muckpile contours for blast 
#7. The total volume in blast #7 was 1.26 million fU (Figure B-21) or 97000 tons. 
The swell volume was 289000 fU, Figure B-23, giving a swell factor of 1.23. Since 
blast #7 was initiated fi^om the buffer side rather than from the fi-ee face, either the 
buffer was pushed up, or the rock next to the buffer was thrown up onto it. Typically,
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the surface elevation was increased approximately 5-7 feet in the buffer zone or in the 
area of blast #7 closest to the buffer. This is illustrated in the contour map of the 
difference between the pre- and post-blast surfaces, see Figure B-23 in Appendix B. 
Figtires B-24 B-25 and B-26 in Appendix B are 3D profiles of the bench and 
muckpile surfaces and their respective differences. The plots are looking down 30 
degrees in the southwest direction and give a graphic view of rock movement. More 
accurate information on rock movement can be obtained from the difference contour 
map in Figure B-23.
The initiation pattern intended to move the material in the direction of the 
buffer, rather than in the direction of the free faces. However, the material close to 
the free faces on the northeast and northwest sides was thrown in the free face 
direction because there was less constriction on these sides. The material in the area 
close to the bench crest was moved onto the haul road and the lower bench, which 
created a 5-9 feet muckpile, while the bench crest area went down 3-5 feet after 
blasting. This indicates that, in the bench crest area, the free faces have more 
influence on rock movement direction than the initiation pattern. The bench surface 
height was increased, on average, 1-3 feet in the middle area of the blast. Since there 
was no free face in any direction on the south end of the blast, the material had to 











with the original surface.
7 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE RAIN MINE MEASUREMENTS
1. During the blasting sequence, rock tends to move in a direction where there is 
less restriction such as a free face, blasted rock, or new space created by a 
neighboring row.
2. The material in the middle of the bench apjjears to move further than that near 
the top or the bottom of the'bench.
3. Different initiation patterns only influence the direction of rock movement. 
There is no significant quantitative difference in the displacement magnitude 
between an echelon V initiation pattern and the patterns used at the Rain Mine.
4. A free face greatly affects the direction of rock movement in the area close to 
the free face. A free face does not have a significant influence on rock 
movement when approximately four 4 rows or 50 feet away.
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the polygonal dimension, the larger the dilution. The dilution is related to the 
polygon shape and direction of rock movement. There will be higher dilution 
if the rock is moved along a shorter dimension of a polygon.
6. Surface profile measurements are feasible and can give effective information 
on overall rock movement, swell factor, relation between muck pile shape and 
explosives distribution.
7. Detailed analysis of the overall rock movement from profiles relative to the
/
blast hole location, loading density, initiation pattern, rock properties etc. can 
give very useful information on blast efficiency and movement, and can help 
in determining a relationship between surface and internal rock movement.
8. If coordinates of royalty boundaries are known, the post blast volume of rock
. within a particular boundary can be calculated.
J
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CHAPTER 5 ROCK MOVEMENT STUDY AT
THE COEUR ROCHESTER MINE
1 GEOLOGY AND ROCK TYPES
The Rochester deposit is entirely contained by the upper volcanic and 
epiclastic rocks of the Permian-Triassic Koipato Group. The Koipato Group consists 
of the Limerick, Rochester, and Weaver Formations, in ascending order. 
Mineralization is hosted by the Weaver and upper Rochester Formations. Both 
formations are rhyolitic in composition and consist predominantly of ash-flow tuffs 
and flows.
Several hydrothermal and one metamorphic event have substantially altered 
the Weaver and Rochester formations. The rhyolite volcanics have been completely 
devitrified and recrystallized into a tough finegrained rock consisting of interlocking 
grains of quartz, feldspar, and sericite. Combined with the silicification associated 
with mineralization, the rock types at Rochester are extremely competent. 
Compressive strengths of 24,000 to 30,000 pounds per square inch are typical 
throughout the pit. Grinding and impact testing yield Bond indices that vary from 13 
to 20.
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The presence of structures, including veins and post-mineral faults, have a 
strong influence on the size and location of ore zones. Two primary structural trends 
control veins, one north-south and the other north-east. Where these structural 
systems intersect, especially near the Weaver-Rochester contact, ore mineralization 
broadens into large zones of stockworkings that represent the majority of ore at 
Rochester. The margins of the deposit are often characterized by singular vein trends 
with narrow ore blocks and minimal stockwork development.
Post-mineral faults, joint swarms, and underground workings create a complex 
structural environment at Rochester. The present day operation encompasses an area 
of underground mining activity fi-om the early 1900's. Drifts and stopes are 
encountered on every bench. Many of these workings are filled with water. Faults 
are frequent, with east-west, north-south, and north-west trends being dominant. 
Conjugate joint swarms created by this faulting have fractured the rock throughout 
most areas in the pit. The distribution and orientation of these structural features 
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The blast layout for a 25 foot-high bench consists of 6 1/2" diameter blast holes 
on 15’ X 15' square pattern with 3 feet subdrilling. The powder factor is around 0.57- 
0.76 lbs heavy ANFO/ton or equivalent to 0.68-0.91 lbs ANFO/ton. Typically, a 500 
millisecond (ms) down hole detonator is connected to a one pound primer. The blast 
holes in the same row are linked by detonating cord. MS delay connectors on the 
surface are used between the rows to achieve the desired timing delay. An echelon 
V initiation pattern is used if one free face is present. An echelon initiation pattern 
is used when two or three free faces are present. The blast is initiated from the free 
face.
i v26-^ 963450696174 31^ 0645-74 8
Twelve blasts were monitored during the summer of 1992. Complete data for 
surface and internal rock movement were obtained from six blasts, which were used 
to analyze rock movement and its impact on ore grade control.
Table 5-1 summarizes the six blasts. An echelon V initiation pattern was used
«













echelon V panem. The row-to-row delay time was 65 milliseconds for blasts #4, #17, 
# 19 and #20, 17 milliseconds for blast #7, and 35 milliseconds for blast #9.
Table 5-1: Summary for the Six Blasts Monitored at the Coeur Rochester
Blast ID 6750 6750 6750 6775 6775 6775
UA #7 #9 #17 #19 #20
Number of Holes 565 650 541 470 585 800
Blast Layout (ft x ft) 15x15 15x15 15x15 14x14 15x15 15x15
Burden (ft) 10.6 10.6 10.6 9.9 10.6 10.6
Total Explosive (lOOOIbs) 164.9 198.4 151.4 134.2 185.4 236.3
Totol Material (lOOd tons) 249.2 286.7 238.6 180.5 258.0 352.8
Row-to-Row Delay Time (ms) 65 ^ 17 35 65 65 65
Powder Factor
1: lbs Heavy ANFO/ton 0.66 0.69 0.63 0.74 0.72 0.67
2: Equivalent lbs ANFO/ton 0.79 0.83 0.76 0.89 0.86 0.80
Figures C-1 to C-6 in Appendix C are the horizontal movement maps for these 
six blasts. The lines which are parallel to each other indicate detonating cord. 
Figures C-1 through C-6 illustrate that there are either one or two groups of parallel 
lines, which indicate two initiation patterns, 1) half wing of a echelon V, and, 2) 
echelon V. An arrow shows the amount and direction of surface rock movement. A 
circled arrow represents the amount and direction of interior rock movement. A 
number beside a circled arrow indicates the down hole movement bag number. Bag
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numbers 1 through 5, see Figure 3-2B in Chapter 3, represent positions from the top 
to the bottom of a bench. Figures C-7 to C-18 in Appendix C are cross-sectional 
movement maps, showing internal rock movement for each blast. The cross-sectional 
directions are perpendicular to the initiation line.
1 Rock Movement pirection
1) Internal
/
Examination of Figures C-1 to C-6 yields the following observations on rock 
movement direction:
Interior rock consistently moves in a direction almost perpendicular to 
the initiation line (or detonating cord), see Figures C-1, C-2, C-3, C-5, 
C-6, or towards the initiation point/center for an initiation echelon V 












Figure 5-1: Rock Movement Perpendicular to Initiation Line
Figure 5-2: Rock Movement Towards the Initiation Point or Center of an Echelon 
V Pattern
 
  i  
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b. Rock moves along the center line of an echelon V if it is close to the 
echelon V center area, see Figure C-4. This is illustrated in Figure 5-3.
Figiu^ 5-3: Rock Movement Along the Center Line for an Echelon V
c. Additional hole #6 in blast # 19 is approximately 20 feet away from the 
buffer. The results appear to indicate that the buffer does not have 
significant influence on the rock movement direction, see figure C-5.
2) Surface
(a) Figure C-1 indicates that surface rock appears to move in a random 









(b) For a half wing echelon V pattern, the surface rock tends to move 
towards the initiation point or the free face, as is shown in Figure C-6.
3) Delay Time Influence
In order to compare the influence of delay time on rock movement, 17 and 35 
ms delays were used for blasts #7 and #9 respectively, see Figures C-2 and 
C-3.
/
a. Blast U1 (Figure C-2) illustrates that the bags from additional holes #4 
to #9 move in multi-directions.
This might result from the short surface delay time (17 ms). The rock in these 
areas is 5 rows away (or 75 feet) from the free face, and the preceeding 
initiation row does not have enough time to move the material far enough to 
create adequate room for the following rows. In this case the rock moves in 
the direction of least restriction. 180 surface markers were used in this blast. 
After blasting a few of them were found, but none could be used to calculate 
displacement.
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b. There is not enough data on interior movement to compare the rock 
movement of blast #9 with the others. Therefore, no conclusion can be 
made concerning the effect of using 35 ms surface delays on rock 
movement direction.
4) Influence of a Buffer and Free Face
In blast #7, movement bags from additional holes #2 and #3 still move 
in a direction which is almost perpendicular to the initiation line 
(detonating cord). These bags were 2 or 3 rows (30-45 feet) from the 
free face. This result appears to indicate that initiation direction heis 
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Figure 5-4: Influence of Free Face and Initiation Direction on Rock Movement
Direction
b. Two groups of internal movement bags were used in blast #4 in order
to compare the impact of a buffer on rock movement, see figure C-1. 
One group was placed close to a free face, i.e. additional holes #1, #2 
and #3, and the other was close to a buffer side, i.e. additional holes #8, 
#9 and #10. Both groups were about 70-100 feet away from a free face 
or blasted rock buffer. The results show that the buffer does not have 
any influence on rock movement direction when the rock is 75 feet 
away from the buffer. The rock close to the buffer side appears to 
move further than that on the free face side. This might result from the 
high powder factor in the local area of additional holes #8 to #10 for 
blast #4.
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Amount of Rock Movement 
1) Internal
The internal movement bags were placed at different heights in a bench, and 
numbered 1 to 5 from the top to the bottom in each additional hole. Bags #1 
to #5 represent layers 1 to 5 respectively in a bench, see Figure 3-2B. The 
average movement for bags with the same number in each blast can be used 
to indicate the mavement of the corresponding layer of the bench.
The bag recovery was 43 percent for the first bag, 37 percent for the second 
and third bags, 20 percent for the fourth bag and 9 percent for the bottom bag. 
Therefore, there is not enough data to estimate the rock movement by usih'g the 
method discussed in Chapter 4. The average movement for the bags with the 
same number is calculated to be the arithmetic mean of each individual bag 
movement. The overall arithmetic mean for each bag number is used to 
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Average Interior Rock Movement 
of Each Blast ( ft)
6750-4 12 1 165 292 286 / (12 1 + 16 5+59 2+28 6V4-21 6
6750-7 130 12 5 41 8 / 326 (13+12 5+41 8+32 6V4-25.0
6750-9 87 14 3 300 / / (8.7+14 3+30+V3- 17.7
6775-17 / 29.0 314 24.4 / (29+31 4+24.4)/3 -28 3
6775-19 / / 229 284 / (22.9+28 4V2 - 25 7
6775-20 108 140 309 398 469 (10 8+14+30 9+39 8+46 9)/5-28 5
Table 5-2; The Average Movement of the Bags 
The following observations are made on the results shown in Table 5-2.
a. Generally, the average movement of bags #1 and #2 was less than 15 feet 
except for blast # 17, bag #3 was in the range of 18.2 to 30.9 feet, bags #4 and 
#5 move from 24.2 to 46.9 feet.
b. It appeared that material at the bottom of a bench tended to move further than 
that near the top of a bench, which is different from the Rain mine results, and 
could be a result of the higher powder factor.
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d. 17 and 35 ms surface delays were used for blasts #7 and #9 respectively, and 
65 ms for the other blasts. Concerning the influence of delay time on the 
amount of rock movement, blasts #7 and #9 did not have enough data to 
compare with the other blasts.
2) Surface
V
The average surface movement was calculated according to the measurements 
of surface movement markers, see Table 5-3. 17 ms surface delays were used 
in blast #7, The muck pile surface was so rough that no. surface marker could 
be used to measure the surface movement. Surface markers were not used in 
blast #9.
Table 5-3: The Average Surface Movement of Six Blasts
Blast ID #4 #7 #9 #17 #19 #20
Surface Movement (ft) 8.9 N/A 20.4* 13.5 N/A 10.2
Interior Movement (ft) 21.6 25.0 17.7 28.3 25.7 28.5 1
These measurements, based on surface movement bags, are not reliable.
a. Surface stakes were inserted into the collar of the blast holes in blasts #4, # 17
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and #20 as surface movement markers. The average surface rock movement 
was 8.9, 13.5 and 10.2 feet respectively, which is less than the internal rock 
movement.
b. In blast #9, 20 sampling bags, filled with drill cuttings, were placed on the 
bench surface in the center of four regular blast holes. They were numbered 
and identified with colored ribbon, and used to measure surface movement.
Figure C-3 indicates that the surface movement bag #8 was found on the
/
nearby unblasted bench surface, which not a post-blast muckpile surface 
position. The surface movement measurements using surface bags were unreliable 
for this blast. The surface movement bags may not move with the bench surface, but 
can be thrown fi-om the surface during blasting, therefore, the post-blast position'may 
not correspond to the pre-blast position. This indicates that surface bags are not 
suitable, for surface markers. The surface movement data for blast #9 is considered 
to be invalid.
3) Comparison of Surface and Internal Movement
The amount of surface movement is far less than the internal rock movement.
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see Table 5-3. The average interior rock movement is over two times the surface 
rock movement.
4 DILUTION CAUSED BY ROCK MOVEMENT
1. Assumptions
In order to estimate blast-induced dilution, pre-blast blocks have to be adjusted 
accurately according to the rock movement characteristics. The dilution can be 
calculated by comparing pre- and post-blasfpolygons. Based on the observations 
presented above, the following assumptions are made:
(1) Rock moves in a direction which is perpendicular to the initiation line (or 
detonating cord) in the area which is two rows (30 feet) away from the 
echelon-V initiation center line.
(2) According to blast #4, see Figure C-1, it is assumed that rock moves by 
converging to the center line of an echelon V, if it is within two rows from the 
center line. This is similar to that experenced at the Rain mine.
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(3) Rock moves towards the free face for the area within three rows from the free 
face.
(4) A pre-existing blasted rock buffer does not change rock movement direction, 
but may reduce the amount of rock movement.
(5) The amount of rock movement measured in specific locations is used to 
estimate the average rock movement throughout the entire blast area. This 
assumption means that the amount of rock movement is the same for the whole 
blast area except at the boundaries of the blast.
(6) Dilution can be calculated using equation 4-8.
The validity of these assumptions is discussed in Chapter 4.
The pre-blast blocks for the six blasts were adjusted accordingly based on the 














As discussed in Chapter 4, the theoretical dilution can be calculated according 
to the equation;
n = W,/W 5-1
Where: n — Weight dilution ( or dilution)
W,— Weight of waste moved to digging block 
W —Weight of digging block
The above equation can also be expressed as.
il = S, / S 5-2
Where: S,— Area of waste moved to polygon
S — Polygon area
Table 5-4 lists dilution for each individual block in the six blasts. The term 
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Table 5-4: Theoretical Maximum Blast-Induced Dilution for Each Block
Block
No.















#17 @6775 28.3 51600 8110 15.7%
#20 @6775 28.5 49500 6930 14%
#20 @6775 28.5 23260 7723 33.2%
#19 @6775 25.7 22900 5004 21.9%
#19 @6775 25.7 19910 4942 24.8%
#20 @6775 28.5 3740 2090 55.9%









#7 @6750 1826 1136 61.9%
#7 @6750 1324 1004 75.8%
#7 @6750 1132 972 85.9%-
The dilution values given in Table 5-4 are based on the assumption that the 
rock surrounding the block is assumed to be waste, which is not the case at the Coeur 
Rochester Mine. In practice, the pre-blast polygons at the mine were determined 
according to an economic cut-ofT grade. The surrounding rock was low grade 
material, and the actual dilution was much smaller than tho values in Table 5-4. 
Indeed, these values can be interpreted as the maximum dilution for the blocks
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Table 5-4 yields the following observations:
1) The larger the mining block, the smaller the dilution, and vice versa. For 
example, the area of block #1 is 123,000 ft^, the dilution caused by blasting 
is 3.2%. The artffof block #14 is 1,132 the dilution is 85.9%.
2) It appears that less than 10% dilution occurs if the mining block area is in the 
order of 10* ft^ 10-40% dilution for a block area of 10* and over 40% 
dilution for a 10^ ft^ block area.
5 CONCLUSIONS FROM COEUR ROCHESTER MEASUREMENTS
1) Interior rock consistently moves in a direction which is almost perpendicular 
to the initiation line (detonating cord), or along the center line of an echelon 
V if it is close to the center. The buffer does not appear to have a significant 
influence on the rock movement direction.
2) Surface rock appears to move in a random direction in the case of an echelon 
V initiation pattern, and tends to move towards the initiation point for a half 
wing echelon V pattern or towards the free face. Surface movement bags are 
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3) A 17 ms delay time might be too short for a blast and results in rock movement 
in multi-directions. This produces a more complicated grade control problem.
4) The free face and buffer do not have much influence on movement direction 
if the rock is 30-45 feet away.
5) The average internal movement for these six blasts is in the range of 17.7 to 
28.5 feet, and the average surface movement 8.9 to 13.5 feet. Interior rock 
moves further than that on the surface.
6) No information is available on the influence of the free face or buffer on the 
amount of rock movement.
7) The larger the mining block, the smaller the dilution, and vice versa. The 
theoretical upper limit of the dilution varies from three to eighty five percent.
8) It appears that less than 10% dilution occurs if the mined ore block area is in 
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CHAPTER 6 DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Reducing dilution and increasing recovery should be a major concern for a 
operating mine. It has been shown in earlier chapters that excessive blast movement 
may produce from three to seventy percent dilution. Methods to calculate average 
rock movement and dilution have been discussed. This chapter presents methods to 
reduce or compensate for blast induced dilution and improve grade control
The blasting practice survey indicates that most open pit gold mines in Nevada 
do not carry out any field measurements to determine direction and amount of rock 
displacement caused by a blast. Nearly half the mines reported that the rock strength 
ranged from soft to medium, and ease of blast ranged from very easy to medium. The 
powder factor used at these mines was generally less than 0.4 lbs ANFO/ton. The 
data from the Rain mine showed that the average rock movement varied from 4.5 to 
6 feet with the powder factor 0.3-0.4 lbs ANFO/ton, which resulted in an estimated 
dilution of 3 to 10 percent. This amount of dilution might be quite acceptable for an 
operating mine.
Chapters 4 and 5 presented the data and results obtained from the Coeur and 











to the direction and amount of rock movement. However, i^is probably not necessary 
to carry out field measurements of blast induced rock movement at every operating 
mine. For example, blast induced dilution might be quite low at a mine with 
relatively soft rock using a small powder factor. Therefore, if no field measurements 
are obtained for rock movement due to blasting, the following methods can be 
considered for a mine which uses a small powder factor.
1) The rock movement is related to the amount of explosive used per unit weight 
or volume. The more explosive used per unit weight or volume, the larger the 
rock movement. Therefore, it is recommended to use the smallest possible 
powder factor while still maintaining acceptable fi-agmentation.
2) It was shown in Chapters 4 and 5, that the rock movement direction is 
dominated by the initiation sequence and direction. The rock moves in a 
•direction which is almost perpendicular to the detonating cord or initiation 
line. The rock will move in multi-directions if different initiation directions 
are used, which results in more dilution. Therefore, using a single initiation 
direction in blasting will produce uniform movement generally in one 
direction. This will improve ore grade control practice.
- - ---------- ---------------,-----
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3) For mines with vein mineralization or relatively small mining polygons (which 
depend on loading equipment), the blast induced rock movement can produce 
considerable dilution. The blast direction should be in the strike direction of 
the vein or along the longer dimension of the ore block, both of which can 
significantly reduce blast induced dilution.
The methods recommended above are considered suitable for mines using a 
relatively small powder factor, and which experience only a few feet of horizontal 
movement, for example the Rain mine uses powder factor 0.3-0.4 lbs ANFO/ton, 
which generates approximately 5 feet horizontal movement. •
If a higher powder factor is used by mines with small mining blocks or vein 
mineralization, the horizontal rock movement and corresponding dilution will be a 
major concern. For example, at the Coeur Rochester mine, the powder factor varies 
from 0!7-0.9 lbs ANFO/ton which results in 25-30 feet of rock movement. Therefore, 
field measurements of blast induced rock movement are recommended in order to 
confirm whether or not there is excessive rock movement. Minimum dilution can be 
achieved by adjusting a digging polygon according to the amount and direction of 













1) Carry out a series of systematic measurements of rock internal and surface 
movement to confirm the direction and amount of rock displacement.
2) Develop an empirical rock movement model based on the measurements, 
which considers the powder factor, blast hole layout, rock type, initiation 
pattern and rock internal movement characteristics
3) Develop a method to adjust a pre-blast digging polygon in order to reduce 
dilution. The digging direction, rock movement and mineralization models for 
a specific ore block must be taken into account when adjusting a digging 
polygon.
The limited field measurements at both mines indicate that dilution caused by 
blasting impacts on the economics of the mine in two ways. Firstly, potential waste 
or low-grade ore is treated as ore, which results in unnecessary processing costs in the 
mill. Secondly, the ore moved beyond a digging line due to blasting is mined as 
waste, which leads to a reduction in total gold produced over the life of the mine. 
Therefore, it is very important to monitor more blasts in order to investigate rock 
movement caused by blasting, confirm the obtained data, and find a relationship 









explosive energy distribution and initiation pattern etc.
Interior rock movement markers can be used to characterize the rock 
movement over a bench height. Since the requirement for drilling additional holes 
impacts on mine production, it is necessary to find an alternative method to determine 
internal rock movement, which minimize any interruption with production and can 
efficiently locate internal movement markers.
Many blast fi-agmentation and rock movement models have been developed,
/
Cherry, 1967<^>; Langefors and Kihlstrom, 1979'”; Favreau , 1980'”; McHugh, 1983'”; 
Cuiuiingham, C. 1983'**; Schamaun, 1983'”; Hyde and Favreau, 1986'**; Harries, 
1987'’*; ICI Explosives, 1988'“**; Yang and Kavetsky, 1989 and 1990'" '”. Most of 
these models emphasize rock fragmentation, and do not consider rock movemenf and 
its impact on ore grade control. Several models consider muckpile formation and 
rock movement, ICI Explosives, 1988'“'**; Yang and Kavetsky, 1989 and 1990'" '”. 
A recent test using SABREX and input data from the Coeur Rochester Mine, 
significantly underestimated the movement measured in the field. In addition, the 
model assumes blasting to a free face, rather than to a rock buffer, which is the 
typical practice in gold mining operations. The model needs to be improved or 
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necessary to either develop or test existing empirical models of blasted rock 
movement with respect to rock type/rock strength, blast layout, powder factor, etc., 
based on the information obtained from the measurements. Following this, a 
systematic procedure can be developed to predict blasted rock movement, and to 
project the shape and location of a post-blast 3D digging polygon using the combined 
model.
A theoretical prediction model can also be developed by using a discrete 
element analysis or the Yang and Kavetsky model to predict rock movement due to 
blasting, and can be calibrated with data obtained from field measurements.
The empirical and theoretical models can be used at selected mines in order to 
determine which one appears to more accurately and consistently predict rock 
movement from a blast, and then a procedure to relocate post-blast digging polygons 
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APPENDIX A LIST OF COMPANIES WHO PARTICIPATED
IN THE BLAST SURVEY.
BLASTING PRACTICES QUESTIONNAIRE
Robinson Mine, Magma Nevada Mining Co., P.O. Box 382, Ruth, NV 89319
Wind Mountain Mines, Inc., P.O. Box 160, Empire, NV 89405
Pinson Mining Company, P.O. Box 192, Winnemucca, NV 89445
Gold Bar Mine, P.O. Box 1030, Beatty, NV 89003
Battle Mountain Gold Co., Box 1627, Battle Mountain, NV 89820
Bond Gold Bullfrog, Box 519. Beatty, NV 89003
Independence Mining Co. Inc., Mountain City Star Route, Elko, NV 89801
Coeur Rochester Mine, P.O. Box 1057, Lovelock, NV 89419
Cominco American Resources Inc., P.O. Box 847, Carlin, NV 89822
Dee Gold Mining Co., P.O. Box 1189, Elko, NV 89801
McCoy Gold Mine, Echo Bay Co., Box 1658, Battle Mountain, NV 89820
Round Mountain Gold Co., P.O. Box 480, Round Mountain, NV 89045
Paradise Peak Mine, FMC Gold Co., P.O. Box 145, Gabbs, NV 89409
Getchell Mine, P.O. Box 220, Golconda, NV 89414
Chimney Creek Mine, P.O. Box 69, Golconda, NV 89414
Hycroft Resources & Development Inc., Box 3030, Winnemucca, NV 89446
94 
    
  



















USMX, Inc., P.O. Box 809, Ely, MV 89301
Aurora Mine, Nevada Goldfield Inc., P.O. Box 3070, Hawthorne, NV 89415
0
Western States Minerals, Box K, Lovelock, NV 89419 
Rabbit Creek Mine, P.O. Box 552, Winnemucca, NV 89445 
Cortez Gold Mines, Cortez, NV 89821
Bald Mountain Mine, Placer Dome Inc., Box 2706, Elko, NV 89801 
Marigold Mining Co., P.O. Box 9, Valmy, NV 89438 
Western Hog Ranch Mine, P.O. Box 9, Gerlach, NV 89412 
Newmont Gold Co., P.O. Box 669, Carlin, NV 89042 
Barrick Goldstrike Mines, P.O. Box 29, Elko,TW 89801 







QUESTIONNAIRE ON DRILLING/BLASTING PRACTICES AND
GRADE CONTROL 
IN NEVADA GOLD MINES
iv26 -^ 9634-5 0-21768U5D YI648U-55vU363.
9-4U8U-5 U5 0-21v5F3i i i i i i i i i i i i i i




R68I35 8-3 93-^644-3 9U6336 M-I4468-J-564
D61v382658 -^ MU5U5v E5DU5663U5D 
Mvckvv Sch--7 -^ MU564 
U5Uv634U8F -^ i6vvdv. R65- 



















1''   
Name of Person Completing Questionnaire: ___________ _ 
Position in Company: _____________________ _ 
Name of Company: _______________________ _ 
Address of Company: _____________________ _ 
elep one Number: ______ _ 
ate of ompletion: ______ _ 
eturn to: Professor Pierre ousset- ones 
epartment of ining ngineering 
ac ay sc ool of Hines 
uni ersity of Nevada. eno 
eno, NY § -0139 
P one; 784-6959 
a ; -  
eneral Jntor111tion 
early pro uction: re: ________ tons 
aste: tons 
aily pro uction: re: ________ tons 
aste: tons 
?lumber of s ifts day: rilling re: 
aste: _____ _ 
lasting ore: 










63 O8h63..i i i i i i i i




I4 ^366 D-7d 1364658? Y64, M-.
I^ Y64, MvxU2I2 4Uz6 -^ ^366 D-7d.












D6D366 -^ w6v8h63U5D -^ 3-ck 8- b6 b7v486d3




















relate  to blasting 
Classifi ation of eposit: 
: arn oste . 
: inter oste . 
: olcani oste . 
: ntrusi e oste . 
: e iment oste . 6: Other. __________________________ _ 
hat is type of gol o urren e  
: ein. 
: isseminated. ___ _ 
: sto ork. 
s free gol present  es, No. 
f es, a imum si e of free gol  _ ____ _ 
hat is are t e ominant ro type(s en ountere  in t e mine  
ype(s) pproximate Per entage 
re: 1: ____________ _ 
2: ____________ _ 
3: ____________ _ 
4: ___________ _ 
Waste: 1: ____________ _ 2: ____________ _ 
3: ___________ _ 
4: ____________ _ 










































Orientation of jointing relative to bea^h fragmentation?
O363 13 A44U484. i i i i i
23 R64U484. i i i i i











 alteration is: 
re: : rgillise . 
: ilicified.----
: t er. ____________________ _ 
aste: : rgillise . ___ _ 
: ili ifie . ___ _ 
3: ther. ____________________ _ 
o mass ointing: 
o  
re uen y 
re: : ig . 
: edium
: o . 
ointing edding  ngle 
aults 
aste: : ig  
: medium.




: ittle affe t.
aste: : ssists. 
: esists. 
: ittle affect. 
e o erall lasting iffi ulty is onsi ere :







: edium. __ 
: ifficult. __ 
98 
Ecruipment Infomatlon
Is drilling and blasting done by a contractor? Yes.
M-.
H-w 2Ich U5863vc8U-5 8vk64 17vc6 b68w665 8h6 4U56 v5d 8h6;
Ex17-4Uv6 SI117U63





Whv8 8F16(4) -^ d3U77 6qIU12658 U4/v36 I46d v8 F-I3 2U56?









D- F-I I46 v5 6x17-4Uv6 83Ick 8- chv3D6 h-764? Y64,
M-. ]
If Yes, please give information of explosive truck:
Explosive Type Load Capacity 




Th6 vv63vD6 ^668 d3U776d 163 d3U77 163 4hU^83 
O363 i i i i i i i i ^8 Wv4863
Av63vD6 5I2b63 -^ h-764 d3U776d 163 d3U77 163 4hU^83
O363 i i i i i i i i i Wv4863i i i i
D- F-I 2-5U8-3 8h6 d3U774? Y64,i i i i i M-.i i i
( I^ Y64, 176v46 v54w63 8h6 qI648U-54 1-4 )
99 
quip t I t ra ti  
i t r  
No. 
o muc intera tion ta es pla e et een t e mine an t e: 
rill, last Contractor




hat type(s ot rill e uipment is/are use at your mine  
anufacturer odel No. Number iameter 
re: l: ________ _ 
2: ________ _ 
J: ________ _ 
: _____ ;_ __ _ 
aste: l: ________ _ 
2: ________ _ 
3: ________ _ 
: ________ _ 







e a erage feet rille per rill per s ift:
re: ______ ft aste : ______ ft 
verage number of oles rille per rill per s ift: 
re: aste: ______ _ 
o you monitor t e rills es, ___ _ Ho. ___ _ 
t ea, please ans er t . e uestions  
100
1: Type of monitoring equipment.
i i i i i i i i i i i i  M-d67 i-3
23 WhUch -^ ^-77-wU5D U4 2-5U8-36d?
BU8 7-cv8U-5 Y64, 
•H-76 d6vUv8U-5 Y64,
965683v8U-5 3v86 i
R9M i i i i
Th3I48 i i i i






33 Dv8v 48-36d ^-3 6vch h-76 -5 d3U77 v5d c-776c86d v8 65d -^ 
4hU^83
T64,i i i  i-.i i i i
4: Data transmitted continuously to computer? Yes. No 
If Yes, what system is used?
Mvk63 M-d67 i-3.
D- F-I I46 v5F c-21I863 4-^8wv36 8- d64UD5 b7v48U5D?
Y««,i i i  iOUi i i
If answer Yes, please answer the following questions:
1: Name of software.___________ _
2: Name and address of company.




I5 F-I3 -1U5U-5, b7v48U5D 7vF-I8
13 .4h-I7d b6 h6vvU7F bv46d -5 c-21I863 d64UD5.
23 4h-I7d I46 c-21I863 d64UD5 v4 v DIUd6.
33 4h-I7d b6 c-2176867F bv46d -5 8h6 6x163U65c64 -^ 8h6 
b7v48U5D 65DU5663/4I163vU4-3.
43 -8h63_i i i i i i i i i i
. 
Make: __________ odel No: ________ _ 
: hi of following is monitore  
it lo ation








______ ftl f. 
No. __ _ 
No. __ _ 
ft/min. 
3: ata store for ea ole on rill an olle te  at end of s ift: 
Yea, __ _ No. __ _ 
 
: t  t  a, __ o __ 
 
ake: ______ _ Model No: _______ _ 
o you use any omputer soft are to esign lasting  
ea, ___ No 
  ti s: 
l: Name of soft are. ___________ _ 
2: Na e and ad ress f . ____________ _ 
:  t r ft re 
:  __ _ : Partially. __ _ C: other. _________________________ _ 
n your opinion, lasting layout 
l: shoul e ea ily ase on omputer esign. : s oul use omputer esign as a gui e. 
: s oul e ompletely ase on t e e perien es of t e lasting engineer/supervisor. 4: other _________________________ _ 
101
B7v48U5v Lvv-I8
























L65D8h i i i i i i i i i ^8.
WUd8h i i i i i i i i i ^8.
iI2b63 -^ b7v48 h-764 i i i i i i .
T-8v7 8-54 -^ 3-ck 8- b6 b7v486d i i i
T-8v7 6x17-4Uv6 I46d 163 b7v48 i i i i i
MvxU2I2 chv3D6 163 d67vF i i i i i i i i I8
Ex17-4Uv6 chv3D6 163 h-763
(1) 3 i i i  7b4 ^-3 dUv26863






-^8.L65D8h i i i i i
WUd8h i i i i i i i
iI2b63 -^ b7v48 h-764i i i i i i
T-8v7 8-54 -^ 3-ck 8- b6 b7v486d
T-8v7 6x17-4Uv6 I46d 163 b7v48 i
MvxU2I2 chv3D6 163 d67vF i i i i i
Ex17-4Uv6 chv3D6 163 h-763
(1) 3 i i i i i i i  7b4 ^-3 dUv26863
(2) 3 i i i  7b4 ^-3 dUv26863





0-22658 -5 8h646 1v3v268634 367v8Uv6 8- 3-ck ^3vD2658v8U-5 
v5d D3vd6 c-583-73













O O O O O O o 
o o o o o o 
o o o o o
lasting ayout 
e typi al en eig t is are 
re: ft  
ft  aste: 
e typi al imensions of a last are 
re: : engt ft. 
: idt ft. 
: Number ot last oles
: otal tons ot ro to e
: otal e plosi e use per




: xplosi e arge per ole: 
 l) : l s tor iameter 
 ) : l s for iameter 
: ell fa tor use  
aste: l: engt ft  
: idt .,tt. 
: Number of last oles 




: otal e plosi e use per last s. 
: a imum arge per elay l s. 
: xplosi e arge per ole: 
 l) : l s for iameter in. 
 ) : l s tor iameter in. 
: ell fa tor use
Comment on t ese parameters relati e to ro fragmentation 
an gra e ontrol: 
last ole pattern is 
re: : uare. 
: ectangular.__ _ 
: taggere . 
: ther. 
aste: : uare.
: ectangular.__ _ 
: taggere . 
ot  
r  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
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B7v48 d64UD5 7vF-I8 1v3v2686343 
O363 13 BI3d65
-3 h-3Uz-58v7 dU48v5c6 b68w665 3-w4 U4 
23 H-76 41vcU5D
-3 h-3Uz-58v7 dU48v5c6 b68w665 h-764 U4 
33 V638Ucv7 4Ibd3U77U5D U4 
43 H-76 dUv26863 U4






-3 h-3Uz-58v7 dU48v5c6 b68w665 3-w4 U4 i i i i
23 H-76 41vcU5D
-3 h-3Uz-58v7 dU48v5c6 b68w665 h-764 U4 i i i i
33 V638Ucv7 4Ibd3U77U5D U4 i i i i i
43 H-76 dUv26863 U4 i i i i i
53 V638Ucv7 -3 U5c7U56d, v5D76 U4 d6D366








D- F-I I46 bI^^63 b7v48U5D 8- 2U5U2Uz6 3-ck dU417vc62658 ?
YES, i i i  MO.i i i i






135 h-76 78U^-9-8UD v36
O363 13 Y -^ h-764 wU8h i
23 % -^ h-764 wU8h !
33 % -^ d3v h-764.
Wv4863 13 % -^ h-764 wU8h i
23 % -^ h-764 wU8h ;
33 % -^ d3F h-764.
D- F-I 1I21 8h6 w68 b7v48 h-764? Y64, M-.
I^ Y64, 8F1Ucv7 163c658vD6 -^ h-764 whUch 566d 1I21U5D3 
i i i i  163c658.
Whv8 8F16(4) -^ 6x17-4Uv6 U4/v36 I46d U5 1I216d 
h-764?
last esign layout parameters: 
re: : ur en 
or ori ontal istan e et een ro s is 
: ole spa ing 
or ori ontal istan e et een oles is
: erti al u drilling is





: erti al or in line , angle is _____ egree  
aste: : ur en 
or ori ontal istan e et een ro s is ft. 
: ole spa ing 
or ori ontal istan e et een oles is ft  
: erti al su drilling is ft  
: ole iameter is in. 
: erti al or in line , angle is egree 





o you use uffer lasting to minimi e ro ispla ement  
S, N . __ _ 
f es, hat are t e typi al imension ot t e utter ro  
pile  
re: idt  ___ _ 
eight ____ _ 
aste: Width ____ _ 





The ole conditions are 
re: : ' of oles it at least 2 ft standing water. : ' ot oles it less than 2 tt standing water. : ' of ry oles. aste: : ' of oles it at least 2 ft standing water. : ' ot oles it less than 2 ft standing water. : ' of ry oles. o you pump t e et last ol s es, No. 
t es, typi al p r entage of oles hi nee pumping: 
per ent. 








I^ i-, Whv8 8F16(8) -^ 6x17-4Uv6 U4/v36 I46d U5 w68 h-764?




Whv8 8F16(8) -^ 6x17-4Uv6 v36 I46d U5 d3F h-764?




D- F-I 56v4I36 chv3D6 6517vc6() U5 6vch h-76? Y64,i i  H-..
I^ Y64, h-w? BF w6UDh8. -3 bjT c-7I25 765D8h.
976v46 U5dUcv86 chv3DU5D c-5^UDI3v8U-53
D- F-I I46 v 48622U5D 2vchU56 ? Y64,i i i i  i-..
Whv8 2v863Uv74 d- F-I I46 ^-3 48622U5D?
O36..
Wv486.




D- F-I I46 8h6 4v26 b--4863 ^-3 v77 8h6 h-764 U5 v b7v48?
»••• i i i i H-. i i i i
If Ho, please explain why you use different boosters:




13 D-w5 h-76 d67vF. 





anufacturer ype  ft/se  










 ( !t/se ) 
  !t  se ) 
o you measure arge emplace4 in ea ole  es, __ No. __ 
! es, o y eight ___ or y olumn lengt  __ _ 
Please in i ate arging onfiguration: 
o you use a stemming machine  es, No. ___ _ 
hat materials o you use !or stemming  
re. 
aste. 
e stemming eig t is ore. _______ ft 
aste. _______ ft 
o you use t e same ooster !or all t e oles in a last? 
Yes. No.
If N , l  r t rs: 
 : 
anufacturer 
l: o n ole elay ______ _ 







I* 8h6 136cU4U-5 -^ 8h6 cv14 86486d v8 8h6 5U56?
i i i i i-. i i i i
I^ Y64, 176v46 d64c3Ub6 h-w F-I 26v4I36 8h6 136cU4U-5?
976v46 I46 dUvD3v24 13-vUd6d 8- U5dUcv86 13 h-76 1v88635, 23
d-w5 h-76 d67vF 8U26, 33 4I3^vc6 d67vF 8U26, 43 ID5U8U5D
46qI65c6. A5 6xv2176 U4 4h-w5 ^-3 U77I483v8U-5.
Exv2176 3 TF1Ucv7 B7v48 D64UD5 A5d FU3U5D SF4862
icxfns
100 ns
300 niliisrcond Down Holt Dtlay in All Oltst Holts 
X Rtortstnts Sirract Dtity Caps
I
■ ~ inoicattt ingnmngOttonator
Lint Bttwttn Holts And Rows illustratts Ottonsting Cora
 
Is t e pre ision of t e aps teste at t e mine? 
Yes, No.
If es, please es ri e o you measure t e pre ision  





ample: ypi al last esign n  iring ystem 
JOO MIIIIStCon O. I  l &Int lts 
 Pl'tst t 1rr1 O la 1O  
1nc11c1 u l ltl"9 .t  
&tt u t l lus  tt n1t111; ord 
Example : Typical Blast Design And Firing System
105
300 nmisecond Down Hole Delay In All Blast Holes 
X Represents Surface Delay Caps
— I ■— Indicates ingniting Detonator 
Line Between Holes And Rows i llustrates Detonating Cord
L
S 









I00MS I00MS I00MS 
Millisec lt t oln 
>< t rut ract  
----... --== l lcatn lngnltlng etonator 
i t olu r ustratu t ti  r  
XT
106
Use This Diagram To Describe The Echelon And/Or 
Staggered Hole Pattern Used At Your Mine












-'---0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 MIIIISt: d   ltlt s ts trt 
Mllltuconc:1 s r e Ot  
I iti t to  
Ot l or  
 
x:
Use This Diagram to Describe The Square And/Or 





















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mil II second Down Holt Delay 
l llsec  
Dtt
D t  































Please use diagram below to indicate hole charging configuration: 
Example : Typical Charging Configuration 
Used For A Normal Blast 
... ... 
'° t'\ 














Primer n1 fmulslon 
Pluse Fill In The Diagram Below To Illustrate Charging 
Conflgeratton Used For A Normal Blast At Your Mine 
J?}: 
{?.;'5ft---, Stemming Materlal 
Iii 
..,_ 









Is/are pre-splitting/cushion blasting/light charging used near the 
final pit slope ?
Yes,_____ No._______
I^ Y64, 176v46 v54w63 8h6 ^-77-wU5D qI648U-53
13 H-76 dUv26863 U4 i i i i
23 H-76 41vcU5D U4 i i i i
33 I5c7U56d v5D76 U4 i i i i i i
43 w6UDh8 -^ 6x17-4Uv6 163 h-76 U4_ i i i











63 976v46 I46 dUvD3v2 13-vUd6d 8- U77I483v86 h-76 chv3DU5D 
c-5^UDI3v8U-5 ^-3 wv77 c-583-7;
Exampit: Typical Charging 
Conrtgeratton For Wall Control
Please Use Diagram Selow To Illustrate 




n pe  
s,  .  _ 
f es, please ans er t e following uestion: 
l: ole iameter is _____ in. 
: ~le spa ing is _____ ft. 
: n line angle is _____ egree. 
: eight of e plosi e per ole is ____ lbs 
: esults of t is these met o on sta ility of final slope
is 
(l): ood. __ _ 
): fair. __ _ 
( ): Poor. __ _ 
: Please use iagram pro i e to illustrate ole arging
onfiguration for all ontrol: 
 
umplt 
fl t l  
ln t tl l :
l : d ~ W ::>n:r  
Ott::>i :t  
;>tug 





B7vv8 M-578c375- X5d G3vd* 0-583-7
no
Whv8 268h-d d- F-I I46 8- 4v2176 8h6 b7v48 h-76 cI88U5D4?
13 9U61v5. i i i
2; Th3-IDh 8h6 d6ck 4v21763
3; 0-36. i i i





H-w 2v5F U5dUvUdIv7 4v21764 d- F-I 8vk6 v8 6vch d3U77 h-76?
D-64 8h6 4v2176 U5c7Id6 4Ib-d3U77 2v863Uv7? Y64, i i i  no._
Wh- d-64 8h6 4v217U5D? D3U7763.. 
O8h63 ..
Wh636 U4 8h6 4v2176 36dIc6d?
I^ ^U67d, 176v46 6x17vU5 h-w?
FU67d.
Lvb.
Hvv6 F-I cv33U6d -I8 v5F 48v8U48Ucv7 48IdU64 -5 1-8658Uv7 ^-3 
«33-3 v5d bUv4 U5 F-I3 b7v48 h-76 4v217U5D 13-c6dI36?
Y64, i-.
I^ V64, 176v46 b3U6^7F d64c3Ub63
D- F-I 2-5U8-V vUb3v8U-5 cvI46d bF b7v48U5D Y64,. 




H-w 2Ich 3-ck 2-v62658 v5d 2UxU5D ^3-2 b7v48U5D U4 8-763v86d ^-3 
D3vd6 c-583-7? 176v46 d64c3Ub63
110 
last onitoring An  ra e control 
hat met o  o you use to sample t e last ole uttings  
-: Piepan. imensions. ______ _ 
: roug t e e sampler ___ . imensions. ______ _ 
: Core. imensions. ______ _ 
: ther. imensions. ______ _ 
o  many in i i ual samples o you ta e at ea rill ole  __ _ 
oes t e sample in lu e su -drill material ea, ___ No. 
ho oes t e sampling  
here is t e sample re u e  
f fiel , please e plain o  




a e you arrie out any statisti al stu ies on potential for error an ias in your last ole sampling pro e ure  
ea, No. 
f Yes, please riefly es ri e: 
o you monitor i ration ause y lasting es, __ No. 
f Yes, please in i ate instrument you use  
ake: 
ype: 
o  mu  ro  movement an mi ing from lasting is tolerate  for gra e ontrol please es ri e: 
TF1Ucv77F h-w -^865 d-64 v b7v48 ^3-2 8h6 D3vd6 c-583-7 163416c8Uv6 
cvI46 6xc644Uv6 dU417vc65658 -^ 8h6 -36?
13 S67d-2. i i i i i
23 S-268U264. i i i i i
3: Frecjuently._________
Is rock displacement due to the blasting measured?
Y64, i i i i  H-. i i i i
I^ Y64, H-w v5d wU8h whv8 U5483I2658?
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Figure B-3: Blast Layout and Bench Geology of Blast ff3
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Figure B-4: Blast Layout and Bench Geology of Blast #4
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Figure B-5: Blast Layout and Bench Geology of Blast #5
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Figure B-6: Blast Layout and Bench Geology of Blast #6
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Figure B-7: Horizontal Rock Movement of Blast #1
( Blast JT 06440. Ram Mine. Newmonl Co )
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Figure B-8: Horizontal Rock Movement of Blast #2
( Blast JV 06440. Newmont Co. )
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Figure B-9: Horizontal Rock Movement of Blast #3
(Blast JV ®6-140. Rein Mine. Newmonl Co )
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Figure B-10 Horizontal Rock Movement of Blast /i<4
( Blast JW 06440. Rain Mine. Newmont Co. )
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Figure B-ll Horizontal Rock Movement of Blast /i^5
( Blast JX •esao. Ram Mine. Newmont Co )
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Figure B-12: Horizontal Rock Movement of Blast #6
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Figure B-13: Cross-sectional Rock Movement of Blast #1
( The Rain Mir?fe, Newmont Co. )
Figure B-14: Cross-sectional Movement of Blast
( The Rain Mine. Newmont Co. )
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Figure B-15: Cross-sectional Movement of Blast




Figure B-16: Cross-sectional Movement of Blast 04
( The Rain Mine. Newmont Co. )
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Figure B-17: Cross-sectional Movement of Blast #5
( Th'e Rain Mine. Newmont Co. )
Figure B-18: Cross-sectional Movement of Blast §6
( The Rain Mine, Newmont Co. )
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Figure B-21: Bench Contour Map of Blast #7 Before Blasting
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Figure B-22: Muck Pile Contour Map of Blast #7 After Blasting
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Figure B-23 Contour Map of Difference for Two Surfaces of Blast (^7 
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Figure 8-24 . Bench Profile of Blnsl lf7 Before Bla~ling 





































Muck Pile Profile of Blasl #7 Aflcr Bia.sling 
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Figure C-7. Cross-sectional' Rock Movement Of Additional Hole #3 06750-4
Figure C-8: Cross-sectional Rock Movement of Additional Hole #6 06750-4
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Figure C-10 Cross-seclional Rock Movement of Additional Hole #10 ©6750-4
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Figure C- 9 Cross - secl1onal Rock Movement o! Add1l1onal Hole /f7 @6750 - 4 
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Figure C-11: Cross-sectional Rock Movement of Additional Holes 1#. #2. #3 06750-7
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Figure C- 13 Cross - sec l1on11l Rock Movement of Add1t1on11l Holes /'4 . ,; 5 /16 6775- I 9 
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Figure C-15 Cross-seclionol Rock Movement of Additional Hole #4. |5 |6 06775-20
Figure C-16. Cross-sectional Rock Movement of Additional Holes #7. #8. |9 06775-20
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